
1!i:h c Qthurchman ~bbertiaer. 
DEOEJ4BER, 1901. 

A Specimen Copy o., the Shilling Edition o., 

THE HYMNAL COMPANION TO THE 

BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER. 
Edited by the Right R.ev. Bishop 

E. H. 8ICKER$TETH, D.D. (late of 

Exeter), and a Prospectus of the 

various Editions will be sent Gratis 

and Post Free to any Clergyman who 

_will apply for it, and send address 

on Post Card to the Publishers. 

FULL UST ON APPUCATION. 

Gnnts are ma.de in Special Cases on the introduction of the "Hymnal Com
panion" into poor parishes. 

LONDON: SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON AND COMPANY, LIMITED 
·St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, Fleet Street, E. C. ' 
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MUDIE'S LIBRARY. 

ehl!\s\mas 1'\!eSe\\\S 
AND 

School 1'l!\les. 
A LARGE COLLECTION of OHOIOE BOOKS in LEATHER 

BINDINGS is kept in STOOK in the SHOW ROOMS, also 
the BEST NEW BOOKS of the SEASON in CLOTH, and 
ILLUSTRATED STANDARD WORKS, JUVENILE PICTURE 
BOOKS, TOY BOOKS, also OXFORD BIBLES, NELSON'S 
TEACHERS' BIBLES, PRAYER and HYMN BOOKS in 
various bindings. 

A SELECTION OF GOOD EDITIONS OF FRENCH AND GERMAN STANDARD 
AUTHORS IN LEATHER BINDINGS IS ALSO KEPT IN STOCK. 

FULL AND REVISED CLASSIFIED CATALOGUES SENT POST FREE ON APPLICATION. 

A :ro:r'C'LA3 C:B:BIS'l':U:AS :r:a:&:SEN'l' IS A S'C':BSC:RI:r'l'ION 
'1'0 'l':S:E I.I:BBABT. 

TEE.::M:B ON APPLICATION. 

MUDIE'S LIBRARY~ 
LI::M:ITED, 

30-34, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON; 
241, Brompton Road, S.W.; and 48, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.; and at 

Barton Arcade, Manchester. 
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0 NELSON'S NEW CENTURY LIBRARY. • 0 • ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** 
0 POCKET EDITIONS OF STANDARD WORKS. 0 

** ** ** ** ** ** ** "'"** 0 Smallest Size f THE NEW CENTURY SCOTT. @) 
(61 by 41 by i inch). 

The Waverley Novels. Complete in 2ll Volumes. The whole set of • Thinnest Paper 

i Scott's Novels occupies a space of only 15inches in a bookcase. Cloth extra, @) 
(Royal India). witb frontispiece, 2/- net ; half·bound leather boards, four Illustrations, 

0 
Largest Type f 2/6 net ; limp leather, four Il!.ustrations, 3/- net ; leather boards, 3/6 net. 

0 (Long Primer). "Truly admirable issue."-.tltlrena'Um. 

Lightest Weight ~--- ~---
-+)++(+- -+)++(+- -+)++(+- -+)++(+- ~-+(+-

0 (Under 8 ounces). i THE NEW CENTURY DICKENS. 
0 --

EACHWORX f Twelve Pocket Volumes. Now re."\dy. Including Pickwick, Nlcholas 0 COMPLETE IN Nickleby, Ollver Twist, Old Curiosity Shop, Dombey and Son, David 0 
ONE VOLUME Copperfield, etc.! etc. Cloth extra, 2/- net; leather limp, with frontis· 

0 and unabridged. i piece, 2/6 net; eather boards, 31- net. 0 " For the pocket there has never been a handier Dickens, nor, we may 
"Marvels of com- f add, a handsomer."- Westminater Gazette. 

0 
pactness and neat· 0 ness. "-Queen. - -+)+·- -+)++(+- -+)++(+- -+)++(+- -+)++(+- -+)++(+-

''Light, small, and i THE NEW CENTURY. THACKERAY. 0 
legible."-Pa!l Moll 

0 Gazette. f The Complete Works of Thackeray in 14 Uni~ue and Dainty " Marvellous little 
volumes. n.Bz.atrfintT. 

Pocket Volumes. Published by special arrangement w th Messra. SMITH, 

0 ELDER AND eo. Supplied In sets, in Handsome Case, from 31/6 net the 0 
···::::-=.- i 

set, or the Volumes separately. Cloth extra, 2/- net; leather limp, with 
Frontispiece, 2/6 ; leather boards, 3/- net. 

0 -+)++(+- -+)++(+- -+)+·- -+)++(+- -+)+·- -+)++(+- -+)+·- ~·+(+-
0 

0 THOMAS NELSON & SONS 8hnd 86 PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C. Park· 
' ~ide, Edinburgh; and New York. And all Boo/cullers. @ 

~ @ @ @ @ 0 0 0 @ 0 @ @) @ @ @) 0 @ ~ 
A SELECTION FROM 

T. NELSON & SONS' NEW BOOKS. 
***COMPLETE LIST POST FREE ON APPLICATION • 

FOR THE COLOURS. A Historical Sketch of the 
.British Army. By HERBERT HAYENB, Author of 
''Ye Mariners of England,'' ''Red, White, and 
Green," etc. With Coloured Frontispiece and 82 
Illustrations by ARCHIBALD WEBB and other well· 
known artists. Crown Svo., 'bevelled bosrds, cloth 
extra, gilt top, 68. 

IN PAIR GRANADA. ANew Historical Tale. By 
E. EvERETr·GREEN, Author of "After Worcester," 
"A Gordon Highlander," etc. With Coloured 
lllustrations by WALTER GRIEVE. Crown Svo., 
bevelled boards, cloth extra, gilt top, price 5s. 

HELD TO RANSOM. By F. B. FoRESTER, Author 
of'' The Spanish Cousin,"" A Settler's Story," etc. 
lllustrated by ARCHIBALD WEBB. Crown Svo., 
bevelled boards, cloth extra, gilt top, price 5s. 

JACK RALSTON. A Tale of Life in the Far North· 
East of Canada. By HAMILTON BuRNHAM, M.A., 
Author of ''Canadians in the Imperial Service." 
With Coloured lllustrations by W ALTER GRIEVE. 
Cr. Svo., bevelled boards, cloth extra, gilt top, 5s. 

POR THE FAITH. A Story of the Reformation 
Times of England. By E. EvERETT·GREEN, Author 
of "The Heir of Hascombe Hall," "French and 
English,"etc. Illustrated by W. H. MARGETBON. 
Post Svo., cloth extra, price as. 6d. 

.SCOUTING FOR BULLER. A Story of the South 
African War. By HERBERT HA YENS, Author of" A 
Fighter in Green," "A Captain of Irregulars." With 
Coloured Illustrations. PostSvo., cloth extra, ss.6d. 

THE CAPE AND ITS .STORY; or, the Struggle 
for South Africa. With Coloured Illustrations. 
Post Svo., cloth extra, price 2s. 6d. 

JIM'S SWEETHEARTS. By E. L. HAVERFIELD 
Author of" Rhoda," "OurVow,"etc. Illustrated 
by Miss PRESTON MACGOUN. Post Svo. cloth 
extra, price 2s. 6d. ' 

ON HONOUR. A Story of School and Home Life. 
By E. DAVENPORT ADAMS, Author of "A Girl of 
To· Day," etc. With Coloured Illustrations by R. 
FARQUHAR. Post Svo., cloth extra, price 2s. 6d. 

MADAM.SCOURT; or, The Adventures of a Fugi
tive Princess. ANew Story for Girls. By H. MAY 
PoYNTER, Author of " A Merry Heart," "Scarlet 
Town," etc. Illustrated by R. FARQUHAR. Post 
Svo., cloth extra, price 2s. 

GREAT EXPLORERS. An Account of Exploration 
and Travel in Many Lands. With 32 Full-page 
Illustrations. Post Svo., cloth extra, price 2s. 

TWO OP A TRADE. A New Story for Girls. By 
the Author of "V al." Illustrated. Post Svo., 
cloth extra, price ls. 6d. 

LONDON: THOMAS NELSON & SONS, 35 AND 36 PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C. 
PARKSIDE, EDINBURGH; AND NEW YORK. 
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@r. ~hetlock' s ~nblications. 

FOR PARISH LOCALIZATION; 

THE BEST MAGAZINES. 
THE BEST ALMANACKS. 

The CHURCH QUARTERLY REVIEW says: 
" Mr. Sherlock seems to us to provide the best available ' inside • 

for a Parish Magazine in The CHURCH MONTHLY ... 

The TIMES says: 
"The CHURCH MONTHLY is excellent ... 

Specimens, Terms, and full particulars as to F~EE GRANTS will be 
sent post free to any address on application to Mr. FREDK. SHERLOCK, 
"CHURCH MONTHLY" Office, 30 and 31, New Bridge Street, Ludgate 
.Circus, London, E.C. 

THE EXPOSITOR'S GREEK TESTAMEIT I 
EDITED BY THE 

REV. W. ROBERTSON NICOLL, M.A., LLD., 
Bditor of the" B~po8itor," u Expositor' a Bible," etc., 

The FIRST VOLUME, of 88o pages, handsomely bound In buckram cloth, consists of: 

THE GOSPELS OF ST. MATTHEW, ST. MARK, and ST. LUKE. By the 
Rev. Prof. A. B. BRucE, D.D. 

THE GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN. By the Rev. Prof. MAROUS Dons, D. D. 
"The first thing that strikes one when he takes up the volume on the Gospels is the uncommon hand· 

someness of the book. It is a joy to handle it and lock into its pages. It is the very bock to lure a student 
into reading. The form is so superb, the peper so choice and so light, the margins so delightfully broad, the 
type so clear and so tasteful. . . • The two scholar• to whom this volume has been committed are the very 
men for the work. Each is a master of his subject, and each has gone into his task con amore. • • • A work 
worthy of the most cordial appreciation."-Oritical .Review. 

The SECOND VOLUME, consisting of 954 pages, contains: 
THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. By the Rev. R. J. KNOWLING, D.D., Professor of 

New Testament Exegesis, King's College, London. 

ST. PAUL'S EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS. By the Rev. JAMES DENNY, D.D., Pro
fessor of Systematic and Pastoral Theology, Free Church College, Glasgow. 

ST. PAUL'S FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the Rev. G. G. 
FrNDLAY, B.A., Professor of Biblical Literature, Exegesis, and Classics, Headingley College. 

The price of each .volume Is 2Bs.1 but for those who Subscribe Now the price for two 
volumes is 30s. net. 

FULL PROSPECTUS SENT FREE ON APPLIOATION TO THE PUBLISHERS. 
"The work is one of great merit; the text is always carefully examined, with reference both to Hellenistic 

and Classical Greek, and the exegesis is evidently the work of thoroughly competent persons. Not less con
picuous is the breadth of view. The introduction to the Acts is especially valuable. No bock in the New 
Testament demands a better equipment both of learning and of sound judgment.'-Sputator. 

LONDON: HODDER & STOUGHTON, 27, PATERNOSTER ROW, E. C. 
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CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY I 
INTERESTING tl INSTRUCTIVE. 

Missionary Painting 
Book. 

With Notes by ELBANOB F. Fox. Small 
4to. Price one ShiWng, post free. 

The Book consists of twelve large 
Coloured Plates, with the aame Pictures 
In Outline on the opposite pages. The 
countries drswn upon are Egypt, East 
and West Africa, Palestine, Persia, 
India, China, Japan, and Canada.. The 
scenes and the people readily lend them
selves to the purposes of a Painting 
Book, and the Notes on the back of each 
Coloured Picture will supply material 
for thought to the young attists at 
work. 

A NEW MISSIONARY BOOK 
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. ------

The Subjects of the 
Shah. 

By the Rev. C. H. STtLE>UN M.A. With 
preface by the Bishop of Durham. lOi 
pages, imperls.ll6mo., bound in cloth, 
with 60 Illustrations from photograph&. 
Price One ShWing, POSt free. 

In the titles of his chapters the Author 
has worked out an Acrostic on the word 
PERSIA, and he takes his reo.ders acrooa 
some of the deserts and over the moun
tains of Persia, tells them about Persian 
cats, and Persian manners and customs, 
climate and products, aud gives a very 
thrillinf account of tne terrible martyr. 
doms o the old Persian Christians, and a 
brief story of the C.M.S. Persia Mission. 

MONTHLY MAGAZINES. 

FOI 
XMAS 

The C.M. lntelligencer. 80 pages, royal Svo., in wrapper. Price Six
pen~e. The Official Organ of the Society. 

The C.M. Gleaner. 16 pages, demy Uo., in wra.pper. Illustrated. Price 
One Penny. The Popular Magazine of the Society. Special Edition, on art paper, 
Price Twopence. 

Awake I 12 pages, crown 4to. Illustrated. Price One Halfpenny. A Maga
zine for Adults who know comparatively litt.le of Missionary Work. 

Mercy and Truth. 32 pages, in wrapper. lllustrated. Price One Penny. 
A ReCord of C.M.S. Medical Mission Work. 

The Round World. 16 pages, in wrapper. lllustrated. Price One Half
penny, A Magazine for Boys and Girls. 

Specll'nen Packet Free on. Application. 

History of the The 
Church Missionary C.M. Hymn Book. 

Society. 
Containing 242 Hymns. 

FULL Musical Edition (Imperial 16mo.). 

lt.e ~nlllrmtm.ent, its $lm, anb 
Twelfth Thousand. 

Cloth boards (red), 2S. 6d. (28. Sd. post 
USl its iitork. free). 

Pastegrain roan, gilt edges, 511. (H. POSt 
B::r BUGENE STOCK. free). sm Turkey Morocco, red under gold edges, 

In three volumes, d'l:[ Svo., cloth, 
7s. 6d. (68. post free). 

FREE bilvelled boards, Illustra by numerous Words Only. (Imperial 82mo.). 
portraits, etc., and supplied with Chron- Over 50,000 Copies sold. 
ological Table of the principle events Limp cloth, 2d. net (3d. post free). 
affecting the Society's History, a com- Cloth board• and better paper, ~ aet; 
prehensive Indexh and Three Maps. (M. post free). 
Price 188. net. T e Three Volumes can Specim<n Pagu of both '' MIUical Edition N 

also be obtained separa~ Price 88. aft<! " Jl"ordo Only" will be ,..., on appli-
eaoh, net. Poat tree ill case. cation. 

The Society's Publications 'if. he obtained. through booksellers, ·from the C.~Bpeiltal 

·* Agencies at Bri<tol, Cllfton, 11,blift; Newcastle-onoTyne, Nottingham, and In~, or 
from the C. M. House, Balisbuzy =re, London, B. C. Orders for London shoul he 
addres..a "Lay &ore~," and c ues, ete., made payable to Mr •. D. llarllhall Lang •. 

·-· 
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS. 
MOUL£ THOUGHTS FOR THE SUNDAYS OF THE YEAR. By 

• Rt. Rev. H. C. G. MoULE, D.D., Bishop of Durham. Fourth Edition. Crown Svo., 
cloth gUt, 3s. 6d. Also In French morocco, gUt edges, 58. net (by J?OBt, 5s. 4d. ), and In padded paste.gratn, 
gilt line, round corners, gilt edges, gold roll, 68. net (by post, 6s. 4d.). 

CREIGHTON THE STORY OF SOME ENGUSH SHIRES. :By 
• the late MANDELL CREIGBTON, D.D., Lord Bishop of London. Demy-

Svo., cloth gilt, 68. net (by- post, 6s. 4d. ). 

HARPER AN ARTIST'S WALKS IN BIBLE LANDS. By IIBNBY .A.. 
• HARPER. With a Photogravure Frontispiece and 55 other Illustrations. super· 

royal Svo., cloth gilt, 68. net (by post, 6s. 5d. ). 

PIK£ WOODLAND, FIELD, AND SHORE: Wild Nature depleted 
• with Pen and Camera. By OLIVER G. PIKE. With two Coloured Plates, and 101 

Engra..-lngs of Birds, Animals, and Insects from Photographs taken direct from Nature by the Author. Orown 
Svo., 5a. net (by post, 5s. 4d. ). 

FAMILY PRAYERS. THY HEART'S DESIRE. A Book of 
Family Prayers. By Rev. G. S. BARRETT, D. D., Rev. 

G. E. AsKltR, M. A., the late Rev. WM. RoBERTS, B.A., and Rev. w. T. RoWLEY. Edited by Rev. R. LoVETT, 
M.:A. Large crown Svo., cloth gilt, 68. 

THE LEISURE HOUR ANNUAL. 1,1oo pages or interest-
. ing and useful readinlr, 

profu..,ly Illustrated. A handsome Book for Presentation. The volume contains popular Stories by SILAS S:. 
HocKING, LtLI.A.N TuRNER, ll. H. Co&NWALL~LEGH, LEBLIE KEITH, HELEN ZutMERN, LOUIS BBCKE, and many 
other writers. Cloth boards, 7s. 6d. 

THE SUNDAY AT HOME ANNUAL. 812 pages. Pro· 
fusely Illustrated 

with Coloured and other Pictures. Long Stories by AMY LE FEuVRE and DA YID LYALL. Short Stories and 
Interesting Papers by SARAB DouDNEY, M. B. MANWELL, the BISHOP oF DURHA>I, the late BisHoP oF LoNDON, 
the BISHOP OF DERBY, Dr. CLIFFORD, HunH PRICE HunHEB, and many other eminent writers. Cloth gUt, 7&. 6d 

THE BOY'S OWN ANNUAL ss2 pages. With many mua-
• trations, Including 12 Coloured or 

Tinted Plates. The volume contains 12 STORIES by GoRDON STABLES, W. J. MAax, J. M. OXLI<Y, H. Avaav, 
W. E. CULE, F. C. BRITTEN, Rev. V. L. WHITECBURCB, J. B. J.&RRAM, BURNETT FALLOW, J. A. H!GGINBOH, 
F. B. FoRJ:STER, A. CoLRECK; and 50 SHORTER TALES by Louis BECKE, G. MANVILLE FENN, DAVID KJ:a, 
PAUL BLAKE, and many other writers. Cloth; Ss. 

THE GIRL'S OWN ANNUAL. ~~f~!~1~¥c,~[;rl~us~~ 
with Tinted and other Pictures. ~ LONG STORIES by ETBEL T<:RNER, LESLIE KEITB, Mrs. G. DB HoRNil 
VAIZEY, and EMMA RrcuARos; and many SHORT STORIES by other populaT writers. But the main feature. 
of the Annual is the variety of helpful papers for sensible girls, thus making the volume a most acceptable 
gift-book. Cloth, Ss. 

HOCKING. THE AWAKENING OF ANTHONY WEIR. A powerful 
story by SILAB K. HoCKING. Illustrated. Crown Svo., cloth gilt, 38. 64. 

LE FEUVRE. HEATHER'S MISTRESS. By AMY LE FEUVRlll. With 
fifteen Illustrations. Orown Svo., cloth gilt, 3s. &cL 

LYALL. THE GOLD THAT PERISHETH. By DAVID LYALL. With seven 
Illustrations. Second Edition. Crown Svo., clo~h gilt, Ss. 64. 

TURNER THE WONDER•CHILD. An A11stralian Story. By ETHliiL 
• TuRNER. Illustrated. Orown Svo., cloth, gilt edges, Ss. 6d. 

PALGRAVE. DES CLAVEL. By M:. E. PALGRAVL WithaevenTilustra-
tlons. Large crown Svo., cloth gilt, Ss. 6d. 

OXLEY. NORTH OVERLAND WITH FRANKL/N. By J. MACDONALD 
Oxley. With three 111ustrations. Crown Svo., cloth gUt, IlB. 64. 

DOUDNEY. 
GIBERNE. 

LADY DYE'S REPARATION. By SABAH DouDNliiY. With 
four Illustrations. Crown Svo., clotn gilt, 28. 64. 

ANTHONY CRAGG'S TENANT. By AGNES GlBlW!ll. With 
three 111ustrations. Crown Svo., cloth gilt, 28. 6d. 

THE RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY, 58,_ PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON. 

PLEASE WfUTE FOR 
THE SOCIETY'S NEW ILLUSTRATED LIST. 
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS. 
TETRAEU~GELIUM ~ANCTUM: jux.ta simplicem Syrorum versionem ad 

fidem codicum, lll8880rae, ed1tlonum d.enuo recogmtum, lectionum supellectilem quam conqulaivetall 
l'HILIPPUS EnWABDUS PusEY, A.M., Olim ex aede Christi auxit dlgesait edidit GJ:OBOIVB HIINBlCOlt 
GwiLLIAH, S.T.B., Collegeli Hertfordiensis Socius. Accedunt' Capitulo'rum Notatio, conoordlarwa 
tabulae, translatlo Latina, aDllotatlones. Small 4to, cloth, 42s, net. 

NOVA LEGENDA ANGLIE: As collected by John of Tynemouth, John Oapo 
grave, and others, and first printed, with Ne'! Lives, by WvNKYN DB WORDJ:, A.n. HDxn. Now re
edited, with fresh material from MS. and pnnted sources, by CARL HoRSTHAN, l'h.D. Two vola., 
8vo, half roan, 868. net. 

A STUDY OF THE ETHICS OF SPINOZA (Ethica ordine geometric«> 
demonstrata). By HAROLD H. JOACBI><, Fellow and Tutor of Merton College, Oxford: 8vo, cloth, 
lOa. 6d. net. . 

THE WORKS OF GEORGE BERKELEY, D.D. ; formerly Bishop of Oloyne 
Including his Posthumous Works. With Prefaces, Annotations, Appendices, and an Account of hfa 
Life, by ALI<xANDER CAHPBELL FRABER, Hon. D.C.L. Oxford; Hon. LL,D, Glasgow and Edinburgh. 
Four volumes, crown Svo, cloth, with a portrait, etc., 248, 

THE TREASURY OF SACRED SONG. With Notes Explanatory and 
IDographical. By F. T. PALGRAVE, M.A. Seventeenth Thousand. Extra foolscap Svo, cloth, 41-ld.; 
on Oxford India Paper, 7s. 6d. 

Also Published by Henry Frowde. 

THE OXFORD BIBLE FOR TEACHERS. 
AUTHORISED OR REVISED VERSION. 

Containing the "Helps to the Study of the Bible," and 124 Full·page Plates and Maps. From 3a to A 

THE HOLY BIBLE. 
TWO-VERSION EDITION. 

Th& luthorised Version, with the dilferences of the Revised Version printed in the margin, so that both 
texts can be read from the same page. Printed in Clear Type. Central Column References. On Oxford 
India l'aper, from 108. Gd. ; odso on ordinary paper, from 7&. 6d. upwards. 

:ti'BW BDITIO:tr, with Wide lla.rgins fo1: liS. :trotes, from 9611, 

NAVE'S INDEX-DIGEST OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. 
Comprising over Twenty Thousand Toplcs and Sub-Topics, and One Hundred Thousand References 
to the Scriptures, By 0RVILLJ: J. NAvE, A.M., D.D., LL.D. Large 8vo, pp. 1,626, with Eighteen 
Coloured llaps. In cloth, prioe 15&., and in various leather bindings. 

THE CLOUD OF WITNESS. A Daily Sequence of Great Thoughts from 
many Minds1 following the Christian Seasons. By the Hon. Mrs. LYTl'IILTON GELL, with a l'refato17 
Note by the Jate Archbishop of Canterbury. With a Frontispieoe and special pages prepared to form a 
family record of anniversaries. Demy 18mo, from 3s. 6d. Large type edition, crown Svo, cloth, from 
711, 6d. One Hundred and Thlrteentll Thousand. 

OXFORD EDITIONS OF THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER, with or 
· ' without Hymns, containing the amended Prayers for the Royal FamUy and the new .Acceuloll 

. Senice on Oxford India paper or rag·made paper. In various leather bindings. . 

A List of New and Recent Books Post Free on Application. 

Lo:MDON: ·HENRY FROWDE, 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS WARE HOUSE. AMEN CORNER, B.O. 
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 
A SKOB'l' HIS'l'OBY 01" 'l'H ~ HEBB.EWS to the B.Olii:AW PEB.IOD· 

By R. L. 01TLRY, Rector of Winterbourne Bassett, sometime Fellow of Magdalen College, Qstord. 
· Crown Svo., with Seven Maps, 5s.. · · · · -"."\ 

"Mr. Ottley faces with courage the critical problem as it concerns Old Testament History .•• • ~ 
whole Mr. Ottley's book will be found a sob•r aud cautio' IS effort to accommodate the old and the new. Some

cthing of the kind Is absolutely necessary, and we are thankful for an honest and devout effort to suJ:IIIIT the 
waut."-Spoetator. 

'l'HE PBAYEB-BOOB: EXPLAiliTED. By the Rev. PERCIVAL JACKSON, M.A., 
Jesus COllege, Cambridge. · ·. ,: :

4 
. PART I. The Daily Offices and the Litany. Extr& foolscap Svo., 211. 6d. Now ready. 
, " This valuable manual is marked on every page by the thorough-going scholarohip and the co~ 
which characterizes aU the publications of the c~rnbridge Universtty Press. As an explanation of thelll&tter 
of the English liturgy nothing so good has been published fora long time; and if the second port, which CJIIII(ht 
to·be awaited eagerly, only comes up to this first division, perhaps the most ustful of all text·booka ~~ 
published will be in the hands of teachers."-Sc1tool World. - · .... 

P .&.RT II. The Holy Communion and the Occasional Offices. In preparation. 

'l'HE U'SE 01" SAJr.'U]II[. The original Texts edited from the MSS., with aD ~~ 
duction and Index by the Rev. W. H. F&ERB, M. A., Trinity College, Cambridge, Priest of the Cot:nmld
of the Resurrection. Demy Svo. Vol. 11. The Ordinal and Tonal. 12s. net. 

'CA]II[BB.IDGE BIBLE E"OB SCHOOLS AliTD COLLEGES. General Editor 
for the Old Testament and Apocrypha, A. F. KIRKPATRICK, D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew in the 
UniversityofCambrldge. NE"W" VOLUJ1.4:E_ _ ':' 

PSA.L]II[S. Books IV. and V., xc.-cl. Edited by A. F. KrBKPATRICK, D.D. .2e. net. 

~BB BOO][ 01" PSAL]II[S, Cumpffite in one volume. Crown 8vo., India paper. 6s. ntt. 

LONDON: c. J. CLAY & SONS, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY_PRESS WAREHOUSE, AYE MARtA·LANE. 

A SELECTION OF 

s. 
NEW 

W. PARTRIDGE & 

ILLUSTRATED 
CO.'S 

BOOKS. 
A LIOliT OF WBSSBX; or, How Sa.xon Fourht Dane. By ToM BEvAN, 

Author of "Dick Dale, the Colonial Scout," " The Thaue of the Dean," etc. Large crown Svo., IllWI 
tr&ted, cloth boards, gilt top, Ss. 6d. 

'l'.KJI AWAB:EKIJIG OF HELElfA. 'l'HOBPE. By E. RENTOUL ESLEB, 
Author of "A M&id of the Manse;" "The Wardlaws," etc. Large crown Svo., clot!I boards, gilt top; Ss. cid: 

ICE-BOU'l\TD; or, 'l'he Anticosti Crusoes. By EnwARD RoPER, F.R.G.S., 
Author of "By Track and Trail throu,;h Canada." Eight Illustrr.tions, crown Svo., cloth boards, 28. 6d. 

'l'HBO'UGH GBEY '1'0 GOLD. By CHARLOTTE MURBAY, Author of "Muriel 
Malone," '' Wardlangh," etc. Crown Svo., 280 page•. six Illustrr.tions, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. '-

CAS'l'LB'l'Ol\T'S "PBEP." By CHARLOTTB MuRRAY, Autoor of "Through Grey to 
(]pld," etc. Crown Svo., 280 pages, six Illustrations, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. 

OU'B BU'LEBS : E"rom Willia.m the Conqueror to Edward VII. Came01 
from History. With 60 beautiful Illustrations. By J. ALEXANDER. 2s. 6d. 

AVELllllE'S IliTKBBI'l'AliTCE. By JENNIE CHAPPELL, Author of ·u A Lady of 
Htgh·Degree," etc. Crown Svo., 820 pages, six Illustrations, cloth boards, 2s. · 

HEBOES ALL ! A Book of Brave Deeds for British Boys. Edited by 
. C. D. MmHAEL, Author of "Dee-ls of Darin11," etc. Illustrated, crown Svo., cloth boalda, ls. 6d. 

EBY-l\TO'l'ES '!'0 'l'S:E HAPPY LIFB. By Mrs. CHABwrrs SIINNli:R, Author 
of " The Master's Messages to Women." Large crown 16mo., cloth gilt, la. 

Write for New mustrated Catalogue, which will be Sent Post Free. 

LoNDON: S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO., 8 & 9; PATERNOSTER ROW, 
AND 011' ALL BOOKSELLBRS, 
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SEELEY & CO.'S NEW BOOKS. 
THE PORTFOLIO MONOGRAPHS No 42 

:M:EDI.2£VAL LONDON. By the Rev.· Ca~ot~ BENHAM, D.D., and 
CB•RLES ~ELCR,, F.S.A., Librarian to the Corporation of London. With a Frontispiece in photogravure, 
4 Plates prmted m colour, and many other Illustrations. 5s. net, or in cloth, gilt top, 7s. net. 

SAC:EAB.ISSA. Some Account of Dorothy Sidney Countess of Sunderland 
By Mrs. HENRY AnY. Cheaper Edition. With 5 Portraits. Demy Svo

1 
7s 6d ' 

"A delightful book."-Pall Mall Gazette. ., · • 

WIDOW WILJ:T, and Some Other Old Folk. By BROWN LINNET. 
With 20 Illustrations, mostly photographed from life by the Author. Crown svo. 5s. 

"A literary and artistic pearl of great price .... The "ctual people an<! scenes d~scribed are reproduced 
by the •ame artistic son! and han~.that has written th~m down for us. And what delightful writing it is
rc~trainerl, hnmoroqs, thoughtful. -Mancheste-r Guardtan. . 

" A charming series of village sketches .•.. The illustrations are admirable. Quite a suitable ChriStmas 
gift."-Recutd. 

OLD. :BLACX:FBIABS. In the Days of Van Dyck. A Story by BEATRICl'.o 
MARSHALL, A11thorof "The Life of Emma Marshal!," etc. With Slllustratlons crown Svo 5s 

"Miss Marshall has the delicacy in drawing tbe lines of character, the kindly and 'sympatheti~ spirit which 
we have learnt to associate with her name."-Spectator. · 

COKING; or, the Golden Year. A Tale by SELINA GAYE, Author of "The 
Great World's Farm," etc. With 8 Illustrations. 5s. 

"A remarkable tale, half allegorical, though in a modern dress .... A very thoughtful and beautiful book." 
Guardian. 

IN Tltl!l DAYS OF 'l':B:E :O:BAGONS. Talks with Boys on Some 
Subjects of Interest to Them. By the Rev. E. C. DAWSON, Author of" The Life of Bishop Hannington." 
Is. 6d. 

"Sound and practical •••• Written with a spirit and verve that will commend it to young readers" 
Scots-man. 

LONDON : SEELEY & CO.. LIMITED, 38, GREAT RUSBELL STREET. 

ISBISTER & Co.'s NEW BOOKS. 
THIRD EDITION NOW READY. • 

T:B:l!l MIBACLES OF JES'tJ'S : As Xuks of the Wa.y of Life. 
By tbe Right Rev. CosMo GoRDON LANG, Bishop of Stepney. Crown Svo., gilt top, price 6s. 

"No one will be able to read this book without feeling that a very real insight Is here given into the 
principles of true life as inculcated by Christ in His miracles, and that we have, in its truest and best 
sense, an original treatment of those works of power."-Churr.h Times. 

The RecO'td says : " It is long since we have seen so much practical and vital truth in so small a compass." 
"A book which makes the life of Christ no mere conventional story, but a living reality."-Speaker. 

Kl!IMOBANDA PA'C'LINA: Studies in St. Pa.ul's Epistles. 
By Rev. GEORGE JACKSON, B.A., Author of" The Table Talk of Jesus," etc. Crown Svo., price 3s. 6d. 

In reviewing the book, Dr. Robertson Nicoll says in The British Weekly: "Mr. Jackson goes over many of 
the chief points of Pauline teaching. He Is before all things interesting. He knows what people will listen 
to, what they can understand, what can touch them. He is invariably dear and telling, ... We have no 
fault to find with the teaohing of the book, which is throughout sober and practical." 

A NEW LVOLUME OP BIOGRAPHY BY P. D. HOW. 

NO:BL!I W'Olrtl!IN OF O'tJ'E. 'l'IX!I. By F. D. How. Anther of "Life 
of Bishop Walsham How,''" Life of Bishop Selwyn," etc. With Portraits. Crown Svo., price 5s. 

The story of some of the most notable women Church-workers an<t philanthropists of Queen Victoria's reign. 

BEAUTIFUL OIPT BOOKS. 
"GOOD WOBDS" Annual Volume, 1901. Profusely illustrated and 

handsomely bound, royal Svo., full gilt edges, price 7s. 6d. <:ontaining N~IL MuN&o's gr~t romance, 
"The Shoes of Fortune," and numerous articles of every-day Interest on sCience, art, and literature. 

"T:a::m S'D"NDAT MAGAZINE " Annual volume, 1901. Ch~rmingly 
illustrated, royal Svo., full gilt edges, price 7s. 6d. Containing CHRIRTABEL CoLERIDG& s dellgbtlul 
story, "The Winds of Cathrigg," and contributions from the foremost writers in every sphere of 
religious and philanthropic work. 

------------------------
ISBISTER & CO., LTD., CovENT GARDEN, LONDON. 
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CANON CHRISTOPHER ON 

"The News" & "Home Words" Magazines. 
THE Rev. Canon CHRISTOPHEB, of Oxford, has always been alive to the use of 

th~ Press as.the Church's lever fo:.; reaching .the people. In the St . .Aldate's 
Parochtal JJfagaztne (Home Words locahzed) he gives the following very pra.etica.l 
Catechism : · 

"How many of our readers are interested in pure literature for the home? No 
one can g.au~e the power of the Press, and ~very mem~er of our con~ega.tion and 
every pansh10ner should carefully and practically consider this question. Now for 
a short Catechism: (1) How many take in a weekly Church paper? (2) How many 
subscribe to a monthly magazine? (3) How many see that the young rea.d good 
papers and magazines? If anyone would like to try a paper, let us heartily recom
mend The News as admirably suited for general reading by all who wish to become 
intelligent Church folk at a cost of only one penny per week 1 And as to magazines, 
the ever· welcome Fireside will bring very great enjoyment to the home a.t the trifling 
cost of sixpence a month; whilst The Day of Days and Hand and Heart, with Home 
Words, will almost supply a penny magazine every week. May there soon be a. rush 
upon our local booksellers for these most enjoyable publications!" 

We heartily thank Canon CHBISTOPHEB for his kindly words and help. The 
clergy and our lay friends can do almost anything with the Press if they only try. 
Local ma,gazines especially should be worked by a good Committee; and when a. 
monthly magazine is thoroughly established, the aim should be a weekly one-Hand 
and Heart, ·The Day of Days, with Home Words, would cover three weeks. Why 
not? How can a pennyworth of mental food supply the appetite of awakened 
minds in an entire family for a whole month ? Why, it is literary starvation 1 
But we ma:r. be told there is no ap:petite. Well, that makes the matter still worse. 
A parish Without mental appetite IS as bad as a parish that will eat no brea.d. But 
it isn't thus. Poison in the foriD of error, if not vice, is consumed if bread is not. 
Let every home have a pennyworth of good, wholesome, literary bread every week. 
Aim at it, and it will soon be done.-The News. 

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
mour ~arisb Rlmanaclt 

Our aim is to make our Almana.cks worthy of the high standard of art which sheuld 
always be associated with the Church of England. 

THE FIRESIDE COLOURED ALMANACK. 
BEAUTIFULLY PRINTED IN MANY COLOURS. 

This will undoubtedly be the mo•t popular Church and Parish .Almanackfor the year 
19021 in view of the approaching Coronation aud the burst of loyalty and affiction which 
has followed the visit of the Duke and Du~hess of Cornwall and York to the Colonies. 

THE HOME WORDS ALMANACK. 
The centre illustration represents 

TEI:E L.A.&T &~PE~. 
The other pictures, •pecially drawn for us, illustrate Baptism, Confirmation, and 

the Conversion of St. Paul. 
The Unique Character of the Almanack will be found in the arrangement for 

noting down Church Engagements, which will be found of service by the Clergy and District 
Visitors in visiting the homes of the people. 

The Arms of every Diocese are represented, and interesting particulars given of our 
Cathedrals. 

SPECIMEN COPIES of" HoME WoRDs,"with full particulars as to FREE GRANTS, 
cost of Localization, specimens of the two ALMANACKS, and 

C 
particulars of FREE LANTERN LECTURES, post free to any 

lergyman on application to "HOME WoRDS" Offices, 

11o LUDCATE SQUARE1 LUDCATE HILL1 LONDON1 E.C. 

c 
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Now Ready, crown Svo., cloth, price 2s. 6d. net. 

Cb~OIOQ)), Old and R~w. 
By REV. W. F. COBB, D.D., 

Rector of S. Ethelburga's, Bishop.~gate. 

"1'r'HIS work is the first volume of a new series of Handbooks on Current Ecclesiastical 

\J.f Problems, entitled "trbe <.tbUtCb' £! ®UtlOOlt fot tbe trwentfetb <.tentutJZ.'' 
It is written from the standpoint of one who believes that the present age is one 

of transition as truly as was the sixteenth century, and that the surest way of avoiding another 
religious revolution is by a frank acceptance of the assured results of modern critical thought· 
The Church of England, the writer thinks, has wi11b.in her the capacity for the leadership of the 
religious life of the nation, but only on the condition that she eschew an obscurantist or sectarian 
policy. What is good and true in the spirit of the age is, he holds, of divine origin, and marks 
out the path along which alone useful progress is to be made. The headings of the chapters 
which follow will show th~ subjects he treats of, and the character of his treatment. It is 
believed that the outlines of later-day theology, as laid down in this volume, will help towards a 
better understanding of the nature and scope of the religious problems which we set before this 
present generation for solution. 

INTRODUCTORY, 

RELIGION AND THEOLOGY. 
THEOLOGY AND SCII!NTIFIC. 

THE DOCTRINE OF GOD. 
THE DOCTRINE o~· MAN. 

THE DOCTRINE OF REVELATION. 
THE DOCTRINE OF THE BIBLE. 

THE DOCTRINE OF THE INCARNATION. 

THE DocTRINE OF THE ATONEMENT. 

THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH. 

THE D4JCTRINE OF MEDIATION. 

THE DOCTRINE OF 'l'HE LAST THINGS. 

RECAPITULATION. 

The writer has endeavoured to combine the excellences of al1 three Schools of Thought
the High, the Low, and the Broad. His respect is given to the past, and his hope is in the 
future, especially when freed from the "idols of the theatre" which are so fascinating to many 
to-day. 

The following volumes of the CHURCH's OuTLOOK SERIES will be issued at short intervals : 

ou~ ATTITUDE TOWA~DS ~OM.E. By Rev. ARTHUB GALTON, B.A., sometime 
priest in the Roman Catholic Church. 

THE PLACE OF THE LAITY IN THE CHU~CH. By Right Rev. ALFRED BABRY, 
D.D., l>.C.L., sometime Bishop of Sydney. 

PE~SONAL ~ELIGION. By Rev. G. H. S. WALPOLE, D.D., Principal of Bede College, 
Durham. 

HOME MISSION WO~LD. By Rev. R. W. RABBIS, M.A., sometime Secretary East 
London Church Fund. 

THE EN~ICHMENT OF THE P~A YE~ BOOK. By Rev. F. E. BRIGHTMAN, M.A., 
Librarian, Pusey House, Oxford. 

"Dr. Cobb approaches his subject in a liberal spirit, and his grasp of many fundamentals Is strong and his 
tone reverent. "-1 he Churchman. 

•• tSeofogg. <!)fb an~ Qtew:• can be had ~f any Bookseller, or on the Bookstalls, or 
of the Pubhsher, 

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON E.C 
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ELLIOT STOCK'S NEW BOOKS . ......... .. ....... .. .. .... .. . 
NEW WORK BY THE DEAN OF ELY. 

In square crown Svo., handsomely bound in cloth, price 7s. 6d. net. 

IN .A. lVIINSTEB GARDEN. 
A CAUSERIE OF THE OLD TIME AND THE NEW. 

By the DEAN OF ELY. 

In medium Svo., printed on art paper and tastefully bound and fully illustrated, 
price Ss. 6d. net. (SHORTLY.) 

SCOTTISH CA THEDB.A.LS AND ABBEYS. 
THEIR HISTORY AND ASSOCIATIONS. 

By M. E. LEICESTER ADDIS. 

A BOOK FOR THE CHRISTMAS SEASON. 
Bound in cloth, gilt lettered and profusely illustrated, price 7s. 6d. net. (SHORTLY.) 

CBBIST LOBE. 
THE LEGENDS AND TRADITIONS, MYTHS, SYMBOLS, CUSTOMS AND 

SUPERSTITIONS OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH. 
By FREDK. WM. HACKWOOD, F.R.S.L. 

A NEW ILLUSTRATED LIFE OF CHRIST. 

In large crown Svo., tastefully printed and illustrated, bound in cloth, gilt lettered, price 5s. 
net. (SHORTLY.) 

THE SON OP lVI.A.B. 
A PLAIN HISTORY OF THE LIFE OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST. 

By ALEY FOX 
With a Preface by Prebendary E. C. SUMNER GIBSON, D.D. 

In crown Svo., cloth, gilt lettered, price 3s. 6d. 

TWO TREATISES ON THE CHURCH. 
The First by THOMAS JACKSON, D.D. ("one of the best and greatest minds our 

Church has nurtured ") ; 
The Second by ROBERT SANDERSON, D. D., formerly Lord Bishop of Lincoln; 

TO WHIOH IS ADDED 

A LETTER OF BISHOP COSIN, 
On "The Validity of the Orders of the Foreign Reformed Churches," printed previously in 

1843, and now reprinted verbatim. 

Now READY. Price 4s. net. 

NOTES 
ON THE BOUND TABLE CONFERENCE. 

By the Rev. N. DIMOCK. 

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C. 
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EDUCATIONAL. 

DOVER OOLLEGE-
..,,abmaster: REV. W. C. COMPTON, M.A. 

EXH_IBITIONS (£20) for Sons of Clergy. Full Fees, £80. Recent Succe8888 include 
S1x Scholarships (open) at Oxford and Cambridge. Nineteen out of twensy-one pused 

direct, first try, into Woolwich and Sandhurst. 
Every Boy has a separate Bedroom. ·· 

SEPARATE JUNIOR SCHOOL FOR BOYS UNDER TWRTBEN., 

WORCESTER CATHEDRAL KING'S SCHOOL. 
Head Master: Rev. W. H. CHAPPEL, M.A., 

Formerly Scholar of Worcater Cp!lege, Oxford, and lately A•sistant and Home Ma.ter at Marl!Jarotlgll Cbllege. 

First-Grade Endowed SchooL Public Sch:>Ol Education at moderate cost. Twenty King"a Scholarl 
receive Tuition Free. Election annually in November. Valuable Exhibitions at the Universltiea. Spacloua 
modem Boarding House. Healthy Site. Special Terms to sons of Clergy. 

For Prospectus and Honour List apply, THE HEAD MASTER, ScHooL HousE, WoacESTBB. 

DA VENTRY QRANINIAR SCHOOL. 
Pounded A. D. 16oo. 

puBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION at moderate cost. Resident staff of University Graduates in Honours. 
Entrance scholarships. Special terms for sons of clergy and medical men. l:lound Church teaching. 

Healthy situation, 800 feet above sea-level. Good buildings. Large Playing-fields, Laboratory, Gymnaal.um, 
Fives• Court. Experienced Matron. 

Entrance ScholarBllip for Sons of Clergy naturally reduclng Fees. 
For Prospectus apply: REv. H. JoRNSON, Head Ma.ter. 

WABWICX SCHOOL. 
HEAD MABnR: Bev. R. PBRCIVAL BROWN, M.A., LATE ScHoLAR oF TRINITY CoLLEo•, CAMBBIDGL 

Fees. £80. 

THE School was chartered by Edward the Confessur. Buildings entirely modem on beautiful and healthy 
country site. Chapel, Gymnasium, Sanatorium, Workshop, Fives" Court, Bicycle House, etc. Excellent 

boarding-houses for over 100 boarders. Classical and Modern sides. Scber Church teaching. Special Army 
and Navy classes. Leading Exhibitions of £50. Boys may enter tb.e Junior House from the age of eight. 

THE FEBKS, 133, GBEE!l I.ABES, B. 
(Near Hlghbury New Park, London.) 

MRS. WATKlNS (successor to the MISSES BIRCHALL) receives a limited number of RESIDENT PUPILS. 
Large Staff of highly-qualified Teachers. Home comforts and loving care, combined with a htgh-clasa 

education, based upcn Evangelical Christian principles. Eminent Professors attend for Languages, Elocution, 
Science Lectures, the Accomplishments, etc. Preparation for all Examinations. Large Garden for Tennia 
and other, Games. Domestic Stud~ received, TIIRI<S : 60 to 75 guineas per annum. Hlgheet reference& 
to Clergymen, Parents, etc. 

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT FOR ENTIRE CHARGE OF PuPILS FROM ABROAD. 

NOW READY. CHEAP AND EIGHTH EDITION. 

In demy 12mo., tastefully printed and bound, ls. 6d. post free. 

NOTES FOR BOYS (and their Fathers) on 
· llorals, Mind, and Manners. By ".AN Ow BoY." 

· "The advice Is simply ~t. It Is practical, minute, and although high-toned, not too stringent..' 
-~World. :. ~· :· 

" The teaching Is high-principled, liberal-minded, and drawn from pract1cal experience." -Cllrilliaft World. 
"An admirable little volume, full of sound sense and wi.se suggestio!lB, plenty of sympathy, with whole• -e liberty."-Daily Nt1JJ1. . . . . . 

ELLIOT STOCK, 6:.!, PATERNOSTER ROW,:: LONDON, kE.O, 
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METROPOLITAN DRINKING FOUNTAIN & CATTLE TROUGH ASSOCIATION. 
PATRONEss-HER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA. 

FUNDS VB.GENTLY NEEDED. SUPPORTED ENTIRELY BY VOLUNTARY CON'l'RIBUTIONS. 

Offices: 70, VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W, 

Presiden~!~!~~:J0~~~JI::A~FH~~~~A:.DEA~git etc., etc. 
Treasurer-HENRY GURNEY, Esq. Secretary-CAPTAIN W. SIMPSON. 

Committee-VENERABLE ARCHDEACON SINCLAIR. 
Thls is the only Society providing FREE SUPPLIES OF WATER FOR MAN AND BEAST IN '1'BB 

STREETS OF LONDON. The Association being enttrely dependent upon voluntary oontributtons of the 
benevolent for a~ to sustain and extend its work, the COMMITTEE VERY EARNESTLY .APPEAL 
FOR LIBERAL , to continue a work which has done so much to promote Temperance and alleviate 
suffering. · -

Annual Subscriptions and Donations will be thankfully received by the Bankers, Measrs. Barclay and Co., 
1, Pall Mall, East, S. W., and 54, Lombard Street, E. C., or by the Secretary. 

ECCLESIASTICAL INS11BANCE OFFICE, LIM. 
FIRE INSURANCE. GLASS INSURANCE. BURGLARY INSURANCE. 

The Surplus Profits are devoted to Institutions, etc., for the benefit of the Clergy and of Church objects. 
Alrea.cly & sum of .£33,000 has been so distributed, including £3,000 to the Queen Victoria Clergy F•md. 

For Information and Forms, apply at the Joint Offices of the Ecclesiastical Insurance Office, 
Llm., and the Clergy Pensions Institution, 11, Norfolk .Street, .Strand, London, W.C. 

JOHN DUNCAN, F.I.A., Setretarg. 
"Thls is a serious attempt made in good faith to help the Clergy to help themselves, and to husband the 

existing resources ot the Church."-Guardian. 

CLERGY PENSIONS INSTITUTION. 
FOUNDED 1886. INCORPORATED 1892. 

Joint Pruidmti.-The ARlJHBI.HOP OF CANTERBURY. The ARCHIIISHOP OF YORK. 
The disttngulshl,nl characteristic of the scheme of the Institution may be concisely stated in the three words, 
" Self-help aided.' Clergymen who wish to secure the benefits of the Institution for themselves or their 
families, exercise aelf.help by making payments In p11rchase of Benefits; while Honorary Contributions are 
applied to augment the Benefits so purchased. The Institution comprises the following Funds: 

L Clergy P8DS1ons Fund ; 2. Sickness Fund; 3. Personal Accident Fund; 4. WidoWB a.nd 
Ol"Dha.ns Fund· 5. Daughters Fund; 6. Other Benellts Fund. 

l'or lnformaiton and Forms, apply at the Joint Offices of the Ecclesiastical Insurance Office, 
Llm., and the Clergy·Penslons Institution, 11, Norfolk .Street, Strand, London, W.C. 

JOHN DUNCAN, F. LA., Seeretarg. 

Mrs. Harcourt Mitchell writes: "Churchwomen should support an organ of tbeir own." 

"The Churchwoman" is published specially for Churchwomen, therefore Churchwomen should supporl 

{(burcb\uoman. 
AN ILLUSTRATED DEVOTIONAL AND PRACTICAL REVIEW. 

. EDITED BY 

·G. M. IRELAND BLACKBURNE and H. P. K. SKIPTON. 

Published every Friday, Price ld. Annual Subscription, 6s. 6d., post free. 

THE CONTENTS DUIUNO THB PAST YBAR. HAVE INCLUDED: 

"Beasons ·why." Articles 
By the !ate Mt"" CHARLOTTE M. YONGE. By the VERY REV. PROVOST BALL, MRS. BEN· 

SON, MRS. JEJWME MERCIER, and other 
" The China Cupboard." writers .of note, while the general contenM iil· 

By Mtss CHRISTABEL COI.ERIDGE. elude a Devotional Kalendar and Teaching, 
Leaders' and well-Informed Notes on Current 

u S1Ulday by Sunday." Topics, Reports of Church Meetings and Charit· 
By the Rn. MELVILLE SCOTT. able Work, A Young People's Page, Articles on 

Hymn T1UleS. Needlework and Women's Work generally; ·Re· 
. By ARTHUR HENRY BROWN. views of Books, and Correspondence. 

Specimen Copies sent post free upon application. 

PUBLl:SHING 0FFICE8: 2, EXETER STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C. 
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MORAVIAN MISSIONS. 
(ESTABLISHED 1732.) 

OLDEST TO HEATHEN-FIRST TO LEPERS. 

Present Position and Pressing Needs. 
FOR GENE~AL: fUN_D.-largely ln~r~ased annual help (at least 

£4,000) 1f eXIStmg M1ss1ons are to be mamtamed and Deficiency averted. 

FOR THE LEPER HOME, Jerusalem, £500 is wanted at once to provide a new 
and larger. Water Reservoir, which has become indispensable. The Patients have doubled 
in number I 

FOR LABRADOR, hit~erto self-supporting, ?ut suddenly crippled in its resoUrces, 
£2,000 annually IS urgently reqUJred for a few years, until the MiSBion 
can be re-established. For this need, and to avert loss to the Genera& 
Fund, an ADDITIONAL Fund is being raised. 

Will God's people make these needs a subject of EARNEST PRAYER? 
CONTRIBUTIONS WILL BE THANKFULLY RECEIVED 

and information given by the REV. W. WETTON cox. at the Ofllces or the LONDOlf 
ASSOCIATION, 7, New Court, Lincoln's Inn, LONDON, W.C., who will also gladly arrange 

for Meetings, Sermons, Lectures, etc. 

N.B.-Abont one in sixty members of the devoted lit,tle Church is a. Missionary, a.nd so 
richly is their work b!t:ssed that those gathered out of Heathenism number near 100,000,· or 
some three times a.s many as the Parent Chufch. There are some 190 Stations, and the 
annual expenditure has averaged under £80,000, of which nearly two-thirds has been ra.iled 

. from varl.oua sources in the foreign field. 

ORP)iJ\N WOR)(It{G SCHOOL, 
F o "C" M" :J:» :El :J:» 1 7 s a. 

500 
F .A.'r:E!I:BI.!ISS 

C:Eli.D:B!IN 
OF :BOTE S!IXJ!IS 

ARE 

AND 

J!ID'C'C.A.'r!ID. 

'Patl'Olls : His Majesty THE KING, Her Majesty QUEEN ALEXANDRA. 
, President: Field-MaPShal H.R.H. the DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE, K.G.' 

Treasurer-HORACE BROOKS MARSHALL, Esq., M.A., J.P., D.L • 
.$.eniDr .$thool-MAITLAND PARX, N.W. 

lnnior .$thool-HOBNSEY BISE, N. 
Gton.bale.ecent ~ome-HABOLD BOAD, l!riABGATE • 

• NEW ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED 
. 10 tl!at the work or the oha.rlty 1n sucoourlng ''the Widow and the fatherle•m their allloUcm"...., 1le 

:fillly mamtatuecL . , . , 
Two Yot6• a7'6 allOVJed at eacb Election fot' e#ttry G.i•ea M•mblll. . ..,.

0
. , 

SIIOBJITABY: ALEXANDER GRANT. OFFICES: 73, CHEAPSIDE,,.- • 
BANKBBB: LONDON JOINT STOCK, PRINCES STRlllET, E.O• 
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:The JYationa\ 
hotestant ehureh Union. 

To Promote the Principles of the Reformation as set forth in the 
Prayer Book and Articles of the Church of England. 

President- W. D. CRUDDAS, Esq. 
Chairman-The Rev. Prebendary H. W. WEBB-PEPLOE, M.A. 

Treasurer-T. VICTOR BUXTON, Esq., J.P. 
Oeneral Secretary-Sir C. ROBERT LIOHTON. 

The Committee EARNESTLY APPEAL for the INCREASED SUPPORT of 1,000 
NEW MEMBERS to enable them to extend the publication and lecture work of the Society. 
Full particulars of the Society's objects and operation• and terms of membership can be obtained 
on application to the Secretary, 

OFFICES OF TKE UNION,. 
aa1:, :&EGEB".r ST:&EE".r, :LOliDOll, W. 

htl//1 Handkerchiefs a Great Speciality. .a_~ i\ \ 
-
FRIENDS ARMENIA. ,~fA,\~\ 
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...... l'reel4en_'l'ho llOlf. MRS. FRAIIEB. &114 IIB.II. 'freasurer-IIEC'fOB lllJNB.Q FEli.GlJBOH • 

ALFRED BOO'rll. Secretary-JIJBB. E. CAlfTLOW. . 

GOODS BOVGKT S~BAIGKT ~BOX ~-· liliSSIOliABIBS. 

~\ .. \:\_\ 
ALL PROFITS TO THE WIDOWS AIID ORPdAIS. 1>. .t 

Orders should be addressed to the SecretaSS, "F~s. ~ 7¥:t '-~'\.~ Armenia," 47, Victoria Street, Westminster, .W. Ch~ues 

~~~:,-t:~~~ :J~ro~~~ .rr~~d~~r~:JE~~t!i:~~~nk.J!k-

PAROCHIAL MISSIONS TO THE JEWS AT HOIEAND ABROAD. 
Honorary Secretaries: 

The REV. CANON SIR JAMES E. PHILIPPS, -BART., W AR~NSTJJB. 
The VEN. ARCHDEACON SUTTON, PEVENSJ.:¥, HAsTINGs. 

Organizing Secretary: The REV. W. 0. E. Ol!)STERLEY. 

OFFICEI A. C. S. OFFICE, 39, VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER~ S.W. 

• ' ·This Society is worked strictly on the parocbi&l system of the Church. Duly qualified men 
are sent as curates, under the incumbents, to parishes in London •nd other big towns, where 
large·, numbers of Jews,congregate. ,, 

All irifo~tion gladly gi"ven on application 1le the Organizing Secretary. 
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HELP POR THE OUTCAST. 
102 LABOUR HOMES and Agencies in all parts of J,ondon and the Provinces 

from Edinburgh to Plymouth, and Cambridge to Dublin ror Men Women G:lrlll and Boys' 
Inebriates, First Oft"enders, Discharged ~soners, Ex-convicts, TraDipa, Hoollgana, Destitute: 
Starving, and all who have" gone under in the sea of llfe. Every case dealt with wholly 
irrespective of creed, and no helpable person ever refused instant pra.ctical help • so 000 
oases dealt with yearly; 116 per cent of those received started afresh in life. ae&dquU-t.ra 
sta.lf almost wholly honorary. Donations, and cast-oft" clothing of au sorts urgently needed; 
Bankers, Barclaya. Rev. W. CARLILE, Hon. Chief Bee. 

Church Army Hdqrs., 130, Edgeware Rd., London, w. · 

Ilfl'A:NT ORPB:Alf ASYLUM, WAJISTEAD. 
Patron-HIS MAJESTY THE KINO. 

This Institution entirely maintains and educates in accordance with the principles of the Church of 
England the orphans of those once occupying a fair position in life. Since the foundation of the Aaylulll. 
,,460 Children have been received, and there are nearly 600 on the books at the present time. 

It is dependent on Voluntary Contributions for five-sixths of ite income, and the Managers urgent}7 
asklfor NEW ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS to meet the heavy deficiency which deaths, removals ana other 
causes have produced. The expenditure is very heavy this year owing to many absolutely neceesary repairs. 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION-One Vote, ros. 6d.; Two Votes, £i u.; LIFE SUBSCRIPTION-
One Vote, £5 SS·; Two Votes, £ro ros. 

0FFICE~8, LUDGATE HILL, E.C. BANKKRS-MEBBRB. WILLIAMS DEACON'S BANK • 
.A. H.ARDJNG GREEN, &crotarv. 

PROTESTANT REFOBl.VIATION SOCIETY. 
The OLDEST ·Church Society for the Maintenance of the Reug;ous PrinCiples of the Reformation 

• The ONLY Mission to RoJllliJI Cathollca In England. 
(Established 1827.) 

MISSIONARY. EDUCATIONAL. EVANGEUSTIC. 
· . Resident Missionaries to Roman and Ritualistic Centres. . 

Sermona and Lectnres by the Rev. C. H. H. WRIGHT, D.D., M.A., Ph.D., Clerical and General Superintendent. 
EsJ,ucational Lantern Lectures on Church History by the Organizing Secretary, W ALTKR A. LJJ<BRICK. 

· Cheap effACtive literature dealing with subjects of present importance. 
Vonations, Snbs~tions, or requ""te for Lectures or Sermons should be addressed to the Secretary. 

· ~Cl& are "C"rge:nt~y ::N"eed.ed.. 
WALTER A. LIMBRICK, Secretary, 62, Bemers Street, London, W. 

'!r:&:::&l PB.OTEST~NT ..A.LLX~NO:EI 
IS 

The OLDEST Societ:y 
Wbich haa for ite object lihe UNION OF ALL PROTESTANTS in maintaining the Scriptural Principles .of 

the Reformation against Ritualism and Romanlsm. It is 

' The ONLY Societ:y 
#&'vfng an ILLUSTRATED Protestant Monthly Paper, post free to Members. A copy of the current Issue 

. will be sent GRATIS on application. 
Contributions In support of the general work of the Protestant Alliance will be thankfully received by 

. B. w. BRETT, SECRETARY, 430, STRAND, LoNDON, w.c 

"THB BAST END MISSION TO THE JEWS. 

Funds urgently needed towards the MEDICAL MISSION, the GENERAL WORK. 
The CHARITY WORK, to alleviate the sufferings of the sick and distressed. 
11,000 sick were treated at the Mission last year. Many confessed Christ. 

Secretary : D. OPPENHEIM, 119, LEMAN STREET, E. 

Bankers: LONDON & WESTMINSTER BANK. 
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BIBLE LANDS MISSIONS' AID SOCIETY (Founded 1864). 
Office: 'l, Ada.m St., Strand. Rev. W. A. ESSERY, Hon. Sec. 

BY well-known national causes our Income was so reduced la.st yea.r 
that many usual grants ma.de by the Society were Shortened, and 

some entirely cut oft'. '.rhe Lord's impoverished workers in Bible Lands 
pathetically press us to send them our Aids this yea.r ; to do so we need a. 
generous increase of £7 SO. These Aids go to native churches and 
pastors, to schools and teachers, to hospitals and patients, and to children 
in Armenian orphanages. We a.im to evangelize the Bible Lanas. Will 
the readers of the "Churchman" kindly send us contributions in this 
present and instant need? XIlllf AIBD, Treasurer. 

The Lord Bishop of Durham and the Rev. Preb. Webb-Peploe are members of our Hon. Council. 

SOCIETY FOR RELIEF OF PERSECUTED JEWS. 
Poor Jews in Jerusalem have suffered most severely this last year from diseaRe an.d 

water famine. Relief given in the year to &.834 souls. besides employing TO 
men daily on Abraham's Vineyard. Many more ask for work. 

FUNDS URGEN"'"LV NEEDED for Food, Fuel, and Employmen~. 

Hon. Treasurer: F. A. BEVAN, 64, LoMBARD BTBBBT, E. C. 

Secretary: E. A. FINN, 41, PARLIAMKNT STBBBT, S.W. 

A NATIONAL APPEAL. URGENT. To COKPLBTB TUB Goon 8Ali.4JUUW 
WoJLJt o., m• 

"LIBERATOR" RELIEF FUND. 
Patron-B.JI..B. PBINOB CBIUSTIAN. 

A further .£10,000, or 100,000 shillings, still urgently needed to give reUet to hundreds of aged, de11titute 
and atllicted victims of the great "Liberator " fraud1 who were taught 1md trained in habits of temperance ;;;[ 
tl:.rlft by their trusted leaders, only to find themse!ves suddenly robbed of their life savings, and driven to 
face the dreaded workhouse, ln spite of all their praiseworthy endeavours to make some provision for tl*J" 
old age. Ninety per cent. of these su1ferers are members of some eection of the Obrilltia.n Church. 

"Bear ye one another's burdeJIB, and so fullU the Law of Ohrillt." 
There are 8,014 cases on the Books of the Fund, of whom 1,1148 are Widows or Spinsters. 824 are over 'IQ 
y.,.... of age, 233 are over 80 years of age, 1,486 are over 60 years of age. Deaths through the disaster over tOO. 

T El: ::El :&:ET T:ID::Et. C::Et. "2" FO Et. El: ::El LP 
11 still coming to the Committee from su1ferers who hsve bravely borne wfth their difficulties, till Blckn- OR 

great destitution has compelled them to apply. £10,000 required for new and urgent cues. 
Cheques a.nd P.O.'s should be made payable to the" Liberator" Relief Fund. cl"OBsed "The London Olty &114 
lll.dla.nd Bank," and sent to the Secretary, Rev. J. BTOCKWELL W ATTB, 16, l'aningdon Street, LondODo .. 0. 

THE IISSIOBS TO SEAIEB. 
Patron: Hrs :MAJEsTY THE KING. 

Vice-Patrons: 
H.R.H. THE DuKE oF 

CoRNWALL AND YoRK, 
K.G. 

THE FOURARCHBlSHOPS, 
THE BISHOP81 etc. 
Labours atl.oat and 

ashore, at home and 
abroad, among seamen 
of all classes a.nd na
tions, fishermen, barge
men, and emigrants. 
Seventy-three harbours 

are occupied. Expenditure in 1900, £49,166. 
Increased Contributions and O!ferlortes, ur

gently needed, should be forwarded to the Secretary, 
Commander W. DAWBoN, R.N., 11, Buckingham Bt., 
Strand, London, W.C. 

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE SOCIETY, 
26, CKAB:llii"G CBOSS, S.W. 

President-THE ARCBtllSBOP OF CANTERBURY. 
Vice-President-SIR G. G. STOKES, Bt., F.R.S. 

Chairman of Council-THE LORD CBANCBLLOJI.. 
Treasurer-B. GOBOHEN, Esq. 

Secretary-REV. C. LLOYD BNGSTOOM. 
Bankers-l!llESSB.S. BAJI.CLAY &; 00., Pall Mall 

East, s.w. 
Obfects.-To declare and defend Christianity 
as a Divine Revelation, by Lectures, Sermons, 
Classes for Study and Examination (with 
prizes, etc.), Publications (books and tracts, 
correspondence, and interviews). An Eviden· 
tial Mission in London and great provincial 
centres of the highest order will (D. v.) com· 

mence January, 1902. 
FUNDS MOST URGENTLY NEEDED. 
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Spantsb ~ Portugu~s~ Cburcb 
Jlid soct~tp. 

President; RIGHT REV. BISHOP INGHAM, D.D. 

~LP "O"EI.GEJ."V'"rLY N"EE~E~. 

The Bishop of Durham writes, Oct. 30, 1901: "The Society's work has A VERY w.uur 
l'LAO.II: IN l!Y HEAR'!'," 

Contributions will be gratefully received by t~e Rev. H. E. NOYES, D. D., .or by the Rov. Taos. J. 
PULVERTAFT, M.A., Secretary, Church House, Westmmster, 8. W. 

THE EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE. 
The Council of the Evangelical Alliance specially ask for continued financial help and for 

Jl!ayer. The need is urgent. Moneys are required for work on the Continent and in far-off lands,at 
also in Great Britain. The Council desire to .qive hearty thanks for the help already received. 
Subscriptions of smaller amounts will be gratefully acknowledged, but donors of £20 and upwards 
lllill be entitled to all the privileges of Life Membership of the Alliance. 

The approaching great International Conference in Hamburg in August 27th-31st, 1902, 
Will entaU a very large expenditure of money, and the Council look for support in this eJrort, 
10 helpful to the Gospel on the Continent. 

Contributions and names of New Members may be sent to the Sec1·etary, '1, Adam Street, 
IUancl, w.c. 

ANNUAL CONFERENCE AT BOURNEMOUTH, 
November 26th, 27th, 28th. 

EST .AELISE:ED i851. 

:&JE:a.,:.E::&:EIC:.C :&.&DTliC, 
SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C. 

CURRENT ACCOUNTS. I DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS. 

2 % on the vrlnimum monthly balances, 2 % 21.. % on Deposits, repayable on 21 % 
o when not drawn below £100. o 2 o demand. !r o 

STOCKS AND SHARES. 
Stocks and Shares purchased and sold for customers. 

TheBIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post free. 
FRANCIS RA VENSCROFT, Mana~er. 

ftOllllOWRY'S PlllllS 
CURE INDIGESTION, LOSS OF APPETITE, 

DIZZIRESS, BILIOUS and SICK HEADACHE, &c. 
They Purify the Blood, Strengthen the System, and are the 
Safest and most Reliable Medicine for Female Ailments. 

l£allufa4ured only <.t 78, NBW 0KFORD STRBBT, LONDON; sold by all Chemists and Medielne Vendor-. 
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EDE AND 

ROBE 
SON, 

MAKERS 
By Special Appo!Jltmen~ 

TO HER MAJESTY, THE LORD CHANCELLOR, AND THE BISHOPS. 

LAWN SLEEV.ES-ROCHET & CHIMERE. FULL SLEEVE GOWN, CASSOCK &SASH IN ALL QUALITIES, 
SURPLICES FOR CLERGY AND OROIL 

CLERICAL TAILORING. 

Hoods, Cassocks, Scarves, Stoles, Bands, College CaDs, Clergy Collars, &e. 
PEERS, LEGAL, AND CORPORATION ROBES. 

93 & 94, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON. 

URGENT DISTRESS ; WRECKS AND LOSS OF LIFE. 

"There is sorrow on the sea." 

THE SHIPWRECKED MARINERS' SOCIETY 
('W"IT:S:: OVER 1.,000 .AGENCIES) 

Has relieved more than Half a Million Persons since 1839. 
The rescued sailor, fisherman, instantly cared for on the spot and sent home ; the widow, !Uld 
orphan of the drowned immediately sought out and succoured ; the distressed se&fa.rer of every 

grade at once charitably assisted. 

COliTBIBtrTIOliS EABliESTLY APPEALED l'OJil,. 
Patron-H. M. THE KING. Chairman of Committee-Admiral E. 8. ADEANE, C.M.G. 

Secretary-"-G. E. MAUDE, Esq., 26, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall East, S.W. 
[Telegrams-" SHIPWRECKED, LONDON."] 

HOME MiSSIONS OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. 

abbitional <~Curate~ ~otittp. 
ESTABLISHED 1837, 

More than 1,200 ADDITIONAL CLERGYMEN are now at 

work in poor and densely-populated Parishes through the help 

of gran~s (about £55,000 a year) from this Society. 

To maintain this work, at least £50,000 in voluntary con

tributions must be collected in the course of each year. 

No Party considerations affect the appropriation of the Funds. 

Oontr1but1ons will be thallkfUlly received by ~he Secretary (Rev. Paul Petit) at the Boclety's Olliae, 
39, VIctoria street, Westminster. <lhequea should be crossed "Ooutta & Co." 
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ART. I.-THE QUALIFICATION FOR THE LAY 
CHURCH FRANCHISE. 

THOUGHTFUL Churchmen are daily becoming more and 
· more convinced that only by the bestowal on the laity of 
a more effective share than they at present possess in the 
government and administration of the Church in the whole 
country and in each separate parish can we hope to remedy 
the present defects in our ecclesiastical system, and to adapt 
it, as occasion may require, to the changing circumstances of 
the future. But when we begin to formulate a scheme for 
carrying out this reform we are at once confronted with the 
difficult question, Who are to be the laity entrusted, either 
directly or through their representatives, with this voice in the 
affairs of the Church? It is evident that the answer to this 
question lies at the base of any scheme on the subject, and it 
is, at the same time, perhaps the most difficult part of the 
problem. It has been discussed during the past twelve 
months in many assemblies of Churchmen. The Bishop of 
London has expressed the desire that it should be considered 
by the ruri-decanal conferences in his diocese during the 
present winter, and the two Houses of Laymen are devoting to 
its solution the few days in each year when they are able to 
meet. 

The question may be viewed from four aspects-(!) Abstract 
theory, (2) analogy, (3) history, and (4) expediency-and ~t 
will be useful to discuss it under these four heads, though It 
will not always be easy to keep them rigidly apa~t. . 

1. Abstract Theory.-This aspect of the questiOn compnses 
two branches, principle and propriety, which are of. very 
~ifferent import. For principle is a ~ard-and-fast consi?era
twn which cannot be surrendered m deference to either 
history, analogy, or expediency; but propriety is a relative 
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term, and may be modified by the other features of the case. 
As a matter of principle, it seems impossible to dispute the 
proposition that at least Church membership should be 
required as an essential qualification of the laity to whom any 
new Church franchise is to be entrusted. The question who 
are members of the Church does not for the moment arise. 
That, of course, will require to be answered, but it does not 
affect the present point. Nor are we here concerned with the 
question, What. amount of external interference with the 
government of the Church ought to be conceded to or assumed 
by the State 1 It is quite clear that the State has, on principle, 
a right to exercise some control over the temporal and material 
affairs, and conceivably, in the case of the dissemination of 
seditious or pernicious doctrines, over the spiritual proceed
ings of even a non-established Church. Much more, then, 
has it this right in the case of an established Church, such as 
our own is at present, and as, in the interests of Christianity 
and of our country, we trust that it will continue to be. But, 
putting aside these two collateral questions, can it be seriously· 
argued that persons who are not members of the Church 
ought to have even such a voice in her administration as 
would accrue from the possession of a vote in electing repre
sentatives to her councils? What would St. Paul have said 
to the bare suggestion of such an intrusion, after telling the 
Corinthians that the saints-i.e., the members of the Church 
-should judge the world, and that they ought therefore to 
settle even their worldly concerns among themselves, without 
recourse to unbelievers? 

It must, however, be admitted that a contrary view has 
been taken by some eminent Churchmen, avowedly in defer
ence to the peculiar circumstances in which we are actually 
placed. Even so high an authority as the late Archbishop 
Benson, when proposing to remodel for purely ecclesiastical 
purposes the vestries of ancient parishes, which recent legis
lation has left in a somewhat mutilated and anomalous condi
tion, designed that they should continue to consist of all the 
old members, irrespective of any religious qualification. From 
the report of the joint committee of the two lay Houses, 
which sat last year on the subject of the lay franchise, it 
appears that two-thirds of their number advocated the same 
course. And in the spring of the present year the York 
House of Laymen, under the strong influence, as many of its 
members assure us, of their chairman, Viscount Cross, rather 
than from conviction, came to a similar decision by twenty
eight votes to twenty-five. But in July the Southern House, 
after a keen debate, rejected the motion by thirty-four votes 
to eight ; and the diocesan conferences which have met 
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during the autumn have decisively condemned it and have 
been right in so doing. ' 

So far, then, principle will carry us, but no further. The 
abstract question whether all Church-members should be 
admitted to the f~anchise, or onl_y a certain. fu~ther qualified 
number of them, IS one of propnety, not of prmciple. It is 
also one which has many ramifications, and upon which there 
is much to be said on different sides. The subsidiary ques
tion, what actually constitutes Church membership, naturally 
enters into it, and cannot here be put aside. On this point 
a definite answer may without difficulty be given. For a long 
period in our history every baptized Englishman (and every 
Englishman was presumed to have been baptized) was in law 
a member of the national Church, and although he might be 
excommunicated, as he might be outlawed, yet, in the absence 
of this involuntary exclusion, he could no more divest himself 
of his Churchmanship than he could of his citizenship. But 
we have changed all this; and while, on the one hand, no 
person who is unbaptized can belong to the Church of 
England, or to any other body of Christians who recognise 
baptism as the Divinely-ordained initiatory rite, on the other 
hand, no baptized person is now reckoned against his will as 
belonging to any particular church or denomination. The 
old law, however, survives to this extent: that every baptized 
Englishman is deemed to belong to the Church of England 
un'less the contrary is shown by some language or action on 
his part, or, if he is of tender years, of those who are re
sponsible for his religious persuasion. This proposition, of 
course, applies equally to persons of both sexes, and the 
further subsidiary question of the admission of women to the 
franchise is immediately seen to be involved. The prevalent 
present-day feeling appears to be that, as far as the right of 
voting is concerned, both sexes ought, properly speaking, to 
be on the same footing, the qualification for the one applying 
equally to the other. 

But what, then, is to be this qualification 1 There are 
many who contend that mere Church membership, as above 
defined, is far too wide, and that only those ought to be 
admitted to participate in the management of the Church, even 
to such a small extent as voting for representatives on her 
councils, who do their duty as Church-people by partaking of 
the Holy Communion at least three times in the year. Others, 
while deprecating a Communion test, advocate instead that 
the franchise should be restricted to those Church-people who 
have been confirmed. Of course, those who advocate one or 
other of these tests do not suggest it as the only qualification 
for the franchise. Most, if not all, of them would require 
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that the voters should also be of full age. Some of them 
would add the test to the present vestry qualification, giving 
the franchise only to persons who fulfilled both conditions ; 
while some few would restrict the franchise to the male sex. 
On the side of mere abstract propriety there is a great deal 
to be said for either the communion or the confirmation 
test. So was there much to be said for restricting the civil 
franchise to persons of education and intelligence, instead of 
placing it on Its present wide basis. But the arguments for 
restriction in this latter case did not prevail, and in settling 
our Church franchise other considerations besides that of 
ideal fitness must he taken into account. 

2. Analogy.-We are not left in this matter without 
examples to guide us in other branches of our own com
munion. The Scottish Episcopal Church, the Disestablished 
Church of Ireland, the branches of our own Church in our 
colonies, and the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United 
States, have all laid down a lay franchise, though in the 
Scottish Episcopal Church it is not, as in the other cases, the 
foundation of an appreciable lay element in the administration 
of Church affairs. In that Church, for the purposes in which 
representatives of the laity have a voice, the franchise is 
restricted to communicants, but is accorded equally to mem
bers qf both sexes, except in connection with the election of 
the bishops, where it is confined to male communicants. In 
the Church of Ireland, on the other hand, the qualification is 
Church membership, and this is the rule also in the ecclesias
tical Province of Canada, and throughout Australia, Tasmania, 
and New Zealand, and in the majority of the South African 
dioceses. Women have votes in about half the Canadian 
and all the Australian dioceses, and in about half the dioceses 
of the United States, but not in New Zealand, although it is 
there that they have the civil franchise. The communicant 
qualification prevails in the Province of Rupert's Land, in 
three of the South African dioceses, and in a few dioceses of 
the United States; but in the larger number of the United 
States dioceses, as well as in the West Indies, the franchise is 
acquired by the holding of a pew or subscription to the Church 
funds. In some cases where this is not required, habitual 
attendance at Divine service, in addition to Church member
ship, is a necessary condition. In the vast majority of the 
dioceses of our communion it is only accorded to persons of 
full age, but in a few cases the age for voting is fixed at 
eighteen. It appears, therefore, that the instances in which 
the communicant test for electors prevails are very few. The 
confirmation test is still more rare, being found only in one or 
two dioceses of the United States. If, therefore, we relied on 
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analogy alone, w_e. should select C??rch membership, with, 
perha~;>s •. the add1t10n of some condttwn as to holding a pew, 
subscrtbmg to the support of the Church, or attending public 
worship, as the qualification for our initial vote. 

3. History.-But analogy is not by itself a safe guide. We 
must take into account the antecedents and present circum
stances of the institution to which it is to be applied. When 
we review the history of our Church, we realize that what we 
are seeking to obtain for her is not an entirely new departure 
required by the exigencies of modern times, but is, in fact, th~ 
recovery of an ancient order of things, of which she has been 
deprived by changes in our civil organization. In demanding 
for the Church la1ty, as such, a voipe in the management of the 
parish and of the whole Church, which they do not now 
possess, we are in truth asking for a return in this respect to 
the ecclesiastical conditions of what we are accustomed to 
style, with thankfulness and satisfaction, the Reformation 
Settlement. That settlement was, we must remember, made 
at a time when all English folk were de jure members of the 
national Church, and those who repudiated such member
ship were debarred from rights, civil as well as ecclesiastical. 
Under it Parliament, which was composed of, and represented, 
Churchmen, had a voice in the ecclesiastical affairs of the 
whole country; and in each parish the vestry, which was also 
composed of Churchmen, by annually voting the Church rate 
for the maintenance of the fabric of the parish church and for 
the incidents of Divine service, possessed a certain control over 
the sacred building and the ceremonies adopted within it. 
Contrast that state of things with the present, when Parlia
ment, though it retains the same voice in Church aff&irs, yet, 
to a great extent, neither consists of nor represents Church
men, and when the parish vestry, also no longer exclusively 
composed of Churchmen, has lost control over the parish 
church by having lost the power of levying a church-rate, 
and the expenses of the parish church are left to be defrayed 
by voluntary contributions, without any security that the 
amount collected shall be spent in accordance with the wishes 
of the contributors. 

We are now practically asking that the voice, which under 
the Reformation Settlement the Parliament of Churchmen 
possessed in Church affairs, shall be transferred. from our 
present de-churched Parliament to a new representative body 
of Church laymen (reserving, of course, to Parliament that 
ultimate veto over Church legislation which the State must 
have in the case of an established Church), and that some
thing of the power of the Church vestry of the sixteenth cen
tury shall be revived and committed to a parochial body of 
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Churchmen. But if this is so, then there arises the natural 
inference that in making the proposed reform we should go 
,back as far as possible to the old lines, merely undo~ng ~he 
injuries unintentionally inflicted on the Church by leg1slatwn 
which has taken place in part for the relief of non-Churchmen 
and in part merely for civil purposes. This would mean, as 
far as the initial franchise is concerned, that the laity to be 
entrusted with a voice in the ecclesiastical affairs of each 
parish should be such persons possessing a vestry qualification 
m the parish as are members of the Church of England, and 
the same persons would naturally constitute the laity to be 
represented, directly or indirectly, in any diocesan, provincial, 
or national councils of the Church. 

Again, in comparing the Church in England (including 
Wales) with the other dioceses of the Anglican communion 
throughout the world, we must give due weight to the differ
ence of her position as still a recognised national Church. 
The value of a national or established Church is sometimes 
considered to consist in its being a national recognition of, and 
witness for, Christianity, religion, and righteousness. It is 
this; but in a State like our own, where one Church only 
holds that position, it is more: it is a national recognition of, 
and witness for, the principle that the Christian Church ought 
to be one, and tliat its divisions are due to human perversity 
and weakness and folly. It is immaterial, for the present pur
pose, to attempt to apportion the blame for these divisions. 
Before the Reformation the principle was unhappily abused 
throughout Christendom as a pretext for coercing men by 
corporal punishments and torture to assent to doctrines and 
practices against which their judgmentrevolted; and, although 
coercion has now happily fallen into abeyance, the Roman and 
Greek Churches still identify this principle of ecclesiastical 
unity with an enforced unity of opinion and repression of in
tellectual liberty among their adherents. Nor has our own 
Church, at some periods of her Post-reformation history, been 
altogether free from a similar reproach. But let us not under
valu~ the principle or the traces of its recognition which still 
remam because it has been misapplied in the past, and, owing 
to ~he mistakes of the past, cannot be realized in the present 
or m ~he imme~iate future. The practical recovery of it, on 
true ~mes, remams the goal to which our endeavours should 
be due~ted, and in the meantime let us jealously cherish the 
at~estatwn of it which is afforded by our national Christianity 
bemg repr~sented by one body, and this a body which is 
connected m an unbroken chain with the earliest Christian 
organizations in Britain and amongst the English people. We 
cannot, unfortunately, ignore the actual divisions of Christen-
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dom, and the existence in our population of elements which do 
not belong to the Church of England. But let us do nothing 
to aggravate this state of things. In framing our scheme of 
the lay franchise, let us, at any rate, take no steps which would 
imply that the Church of England is only one among many 
co-ordinate sects or denominations, which would concede that 
it is perfectly right in the abstract for Christians within the 
same area to belong to separate Church organizations, or 
which would impair the maintenance of the present legal pre
sumption, already alluded to, that every baptized Englishman 
belongs to the Church of England, unless the contrary appears 
in his case from some utterance or act. 

4. Expediency.-The foregoing considerations have been 
suggested by the history of our own Church and of the whole 
Church of Christ, but they touch upon principle on the one 
hand, and upon expediency on the other. They warn us 
against making any move towards denationalizing our Church, 
etther by de-churching any persons who are at present 
reckoned as belonging to it, or by de-territorializing our 
organization and so lending a colour to the vicious tenet that 
it is a matter of indifference whether the Christians in a given 
area belong to one ecclesiastical body or to many. We cannot 
afford, like some of the Anglican dioceses elsewhere, to make 
our lay franchise congregational instead of parochial. Be 
our test that of communion, confirmation, or Church member
ship, be. it a franchise for householders or for individuals, 
we must group together the residents in an ecclesiastical 
parish, and not the habitual worshippers in a particular 
church. It may be objected that this would in many cases, 
especially in large towns, entail the practical inconvenience of 
dissociating regular and active members of a congregation 
from those of their fellow-Churchmen with whom they habitu
ally work. The inconvenience is real, but it must not be 
allowed to weigh against the importance of maintaining the 
territorial principle. 

Happily, there is tolerable unanimity amongst us on this 
particu1ar, as there is also in favour of adopting the traditional 
standard of twenty-one years as the age at which the right to 
vote should be conferred. There is, moreover, practical 
unanimity on the necessity of all persons elected as rer.re
sentatives on any Church council being communicants. The 
three really debatable points are, first, whether the vote 
should be confined to men or extended to women; secondly, 
whether it should be given to all individuals who fulfil the 
prescribed conditions, or only to such of them as are at 
present qualified to meet in vestry; and thirdly, last but not 
least, whether Church membership ~:>hould be a sufficient 
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qualification for an. el~ctor, or some stric_ter t_est. should be 
imposed, and how m either case the quahficatwn should be 
formulated. These questions are intrinsically independent 
one of another, yet it is not easy to treat the first without 
reference to the other two. For if the franchise is to be 
accorded to individuals, its extension to the female sex would, 
according to the well-known statistics of population, place the 
majority of the voting power in the hands of the women, 
whatever be the ecclesiastical. test decided on. Still greater, 
we fear, would be their numerical preponderance if a com
munion, or even a confirmation, test were adopted. Without 
any disparagement of the gentler sex, we may legitimately 
express a decided opinion that they ought not to have the 
predominant share in any lay element which is hereafter 
introduced into the formal councils of our Church. On the 
other hand, if the vestry qualification were resolved up(ln, 
which would practically mean that the electorate would con
sist of householders who fulfilled the superadded ecclesiastical 
requirement, the franchise might be given to female house
holders (as is now the case in all civil elections except the 
Parliamentary) without any danger of their swamping the 
electors of the other sex. This-is a strong argument, from 
the standpoint of expediency, in favour of adopting the vestry 
qualification. There are also other grounds for doing so. It 
would maintain a link with the past, and, to that extent, 
would protect the proposed measure from the charge ,of being 
revolutionary. Moreover, it would prevent the complaint, 
which otherwise could scarcely fail in some cases to arise, that 
a large family or household was able to exercise an undue 
weight in an election by the accumulated votes of its various 
members, all given in the same direction by preconcerted 
arrangement. The representation of the household in the 
councils of the Church is as natural and fitting an arrangement 
as the representation of the individual. The only practical 
objection which can be urged against it is that, while in
evitably admitting to the franchise, whatever test be super
added, more or less lukewarm and indifferent Churchmen, it 
would exclude earnest and active Church-workers if they did 
not happen to be in the position of householders. This is, no 
~oubt, an objection of some weight. But a similar objection 
IS not allowed to prevail in connection with our civil affairs. 
Many intelligent and patriotic Englishmen are excluded from 
the Parliamentary suffrage, confined as it is, with one anoma
lous exception, to householders. The exception involved in 
the lodger franchise lets in a certain number of them but by 
no means all. We do not, however, on that account' agitate 
for manhood suffrage. In like manner, the objection to the 
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vestry qualification, with which we are now dealing, might, 
perhaps, be met in part by allowing in each parish a supple
mentary list of vot~rs conditioned so as to admit Church
workers not possessmg the vestry qualification. But, at any 
rate, it is not sufficiently strong to outweigh the manifest 
advantages of giving the Church franchise to the household 
rather than to the individual. 

When we realize that this is what the vestry franchise 
really means, we recognise that the objection whiCh is some
times urged against it, that it is a rate-paying qualification, 
and makes the possession of the vote depend on contributing 
towards the civil administration, has no substantial validity. 
Originally, no doubt, the right of voting in vestry depended 
on payment of rates. But this is no longer the law. The 
right now depends on the ownership or occupation of a tene
ment or other property in respect of which rates are paid, 
whether by the owner or occupier himself or by some other 
person. And the vestry roll of a parish is practically 
Identical with the register of electors for the civil Parish 
Council in rural districts, and for the Municipal Council in 
towns, and for the County Council throughout the country, 
embracing all occupiers of separate tenements, and only sub
stantially differing from the register for Parliamentary elec
tions in its inclusion of female occupiers. 

But when we have agreed on the vestry qualification as our 
basis, we have still to determine whether the electorate shall 
include all members of the vestry who are also Church-people, 
or only those who fulfil the further condition of having been 
confirmed or being communicants. It is probable that in 
practice the result would be the same whichever rule were 
adopted. But in framing schemes we are apt to attach 
greater weight to the ideal than is justified by its actual 
effects. It has been objected to the qualification of mere 
Church membership that it would admit to the franchise 
Church-people who were living in open and notorious sin. 
No doubt the exercise of the suffrage by such people would 
be a scandal; but the risk of it might be prevented by laying 
down that persons who were both de jure and de facto 
debarred from Communion, under the terms of the Rubric on 
the subject, should not be allowed to vote. There are many 
Church reformers, however, who go further, and urge that 
person.s who have neglected to comply ~ith the rule. of the 
Church as to being confirmed, or who fml to commumcate at 
least three times a year, in accordance with her precept, are 
not faithful members of the Church, and are unfit to be 
entrusted with her franchise. This was the kind of argument 
which we used to hear urged against the extension of the 
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Parliamentary franchise during the Reform agitations of the 
last century. The wider electorate who were proposed to be 
admitted to it were not fitted for its exercise. The argument 
was logically unanswerable; but it did not prevail, and most 
of us will agree that it was a happy thing for the country that 
it did not. Similarly, it is difficult directly to controvert the 
plea that, inasmuch as it is the duty of every member of the 
Church to be confirmed and to communicate at Easter and 
at least on two other occasions during the year, anyone who 
has not fulfilled these duties ought not to be admitted to a 
share in the administration of Church affairs, even to the 
extent of voting for representatives to sit in Church councils. 
But the practical difficulty of ado:pting this course is betrayed 
by the divergence of opinion whwh has arisen between its 
advocates. For while one portion of them insists on the 
communion test, another is content to restrict the franchise 
to confirmees, without insisting on their being actual com
municants. This particular qualification has, as we have 
seen, met with hardly any acceptance among Anglicans out
side England, and does not appear to have any substantial 
arguments in its favour. Both proposals are o~jectionable, 
not only as restrictive, but also as complicated. For neither 
could, with justice, be adopted without permitting exceptions 
in the case of persons who, through no fault of their own, but 
from unavoidable accident, had been prevented from being 
confirmed or from communicating w1th the requisite fre
quency. And who would be entrusted with the duty of 
allowing or disallowing these exceptions ? Then the pro
posals, with all their drawbacks, would be of no practical 
utility; for those who maintain that the suffrage ought only 
to be conceded to persons of a certain moral or spiritual 
standard, or a certain standard of Churchmanship, can no 
more secure that all confirmees or periodical communicants 
will come up to it than they can that all baptized members 
of the Church will do so. 

How the ecclesiastical qualification, whatever is selected, is 
to be insured, is a matter of detail which may well be left 
undecided until the broad features of the scheme have been 
settled. The prevailing opinion seems to be that it should be 
evidenced by a declaration on the subject made by the would
be elector himself, either before he is put on the register of 
voters or before he votes. It may, however, be suggested, as 
practically sufficient for the purpose, that possession of the 
qualification being a condition of the right of voting, the 
tender of a vote by any person might be held to be a declara
tion on his part of his right to vote. Elections to Church 
councils would presumably be carried on as elections of 
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chu.rchwardens are at present, not hy ballot, but by open 
votu~~· If! then, a. person voted who was notoriously un
quahtied, his vote might be objected to afterwards and struck 
out, and not permitted to weigh in the election of the candi
dates. Such a course would avoid much labour and expense 
a_nd would also be mor~ consistent with the general presump: 
twn as to the possessiOn of the qualification which arises 
from the fact of our being the national Church. 

To return to the main question, there are two other con
siderations of practical expediency which commend the 
householder- cum- Church -membership qualification. Its 
adoption would be more easy to secure than that of other 
franchises, and its working, when adopted, would be more 
smooth. We are, happily, a conservative people, and do not 
care to change our institutions unnecessarily, or further than 
is necessary. The addition of Church membership to the old 
vestry qualification as a condition of the Church franchise is 
the minimum of change which present circumstances require. 
It may be justified on the ground of necessity ; but any 
more restricted franchise is not a matter of necessity or of 
absolute principle. It can only be advocated as more or less 
a counsel of perfection, and there will evidently be a greater 
difficulty in inducing the nation, not to say the Church, to 
acquiesce in it. In particular, the suspicion, however idle, 
will always attach to the Communion or Confirmation test 
that either of them would to a certain extent give to the 
clergy a control over the admission of laymen to the franchise. 
There is the additional objection to either of them that it 
~ould actually disfranchise Church-peop)e ~ho have now ~he 
r1ght to vote in vestry on those ecclesiastical matters w1th 
which that body has at present the right to deal. The pro
posal to disfranchise non-Church-members of the vestry can 
be justified on principle, but the disfranchisement of Chur~h
members is a measure at which we may well hesitate. Ag~m, 
if the m,inimum of change is made, and the least poss~ble 
restriction introduced into the existing parochial fra~ch~se, 
the opportunity will be taken away of successfully obJectmg 
to a resolution of an elected Church body that it does not 
truly represent the preponderance of Church feel~ng. The 
risk of failure to obtain the requisite assent of Parliament to 
measures decided upon by the representatives of .the Chu~ch 
will, therefore, be minimized by the adoption of this franchise. 
This last consideration must, of course, be a mere matter of 
forecast, but of the other we have already had some pr~ctical 
experience. The vote of the York House of ~aymen m the 
spring, though it probably did not exactly. m~rror the con· 
victions of all the members who took part m 1t, at any rate 
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did not disclose any inclination to confine the electorate to 
communicants or confirmees. The Southern House, in the 
summer, left their discussion of the subject unfinished, and 
will not resume it till the beginning of next year. Besides 
their decisive vote, already mentioned, against admitting non
Churchmen to the franchise, they rejected by a substantial 
majority a motion in favour of a somewhat special form of the 
communicant qualification. But it still remains open to 
them to adopt that qualification in another form, and, m fact, 
they are at present committed to nothing except the con
demnation of the two particular proposals which they have 
negatived. We cannot, therefore, safely predict what line 
they will ultimately adopt. But the subject was discussed at 
several diocesan conferences during the autumn, and though 
their conclusions upon it were by no means uniform, the 
conferences of some of the larger and more populous dioceses 
showed a decided preference for the wider basis of the franchise. 
Especially was this noticeable in the case of our second 
largest diocese, that of Manchester. That conference, on the 
motion of Mr. J. G. C. Parsons, a member of the Northern 
House of Laymen, expressed a unanimous opinion in favour of 
the qualification for electors of representatives to any Church 
council being the existing qualification for a vote at vestry 
meetings, together with a declaration that they have been 
baptized and are members of the Church, further deciding 
(with only two dissentients, who objected to the Communion 
test even for the representatives) that for those to be elected 
as representatives the qualification should include a declara
tion that they are communicant members of the Church. 

It is a trite saw that what Lancashire thinks to-day, 
England will think to-morrow. In this case, at any rate, if 
the majority of the Church and nation are not already of the 
same opinion, I believe that a careful consideration of the 
arguments on one side and the other will lead them to the con
clusion that with whatever arrangements in detail as to 
declaration, registration, and other points, and possibly a 
supplementary roll to include earnest Churchmen who are not 
householders, the vestry or householder qualification, corn~ 
bined with the further condition of Church membership, is 
the basis on which the lay franchise in our Church must 
ultimately be settled. 

PHILIP VERNON SMITH. 

---·-~:----
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ART. II.-A RABBI AT OBERAMMERGAU. 

IN the Review of Reviews for September Mr. Stead gave 
some account. of a W<;>rk by ~aJ;>bi J osep? Krauskopf, of 

Germantown, Phtladelphta, descnbmg the Impression pro
duced on his mind by the Passion Play. Those impressiOns 
resulted in the conviction that the Gospel narrative gives an 
entirely erroneous view of the nature of the occurrence 
described as the Passion of our Lord, the Founder of Chris
tianity having- fallen a victim to the Roman Government only, 
the Jews havmg had no share in the matter. 

The theory here represented is of some interest, not perhaps 
owing to its intrinsic probability, but as illustrating the effect 
which some years of toleration have had in modifying the 
attitude of Jewish writers in their estimate of the Christian 
Saviour. According to this Rabbi, Jesus Christ was a Jewish 
patriot murdered by pagan oppressors. This is a very 
different view from that represented by the medieval Jewish 
libels which gave so much satisfaction to Voltaire. 

I have been asked to say whether, from the specimens 
quoted by Mr. Stead, it is likely that the Rabbi has been able 
to prove his case. Mr. Stead urges against it the a priori 
doctrine that nations invariably do kill their prophets, and 
this argument is assuredly weighty. But even without this 
it seems from the summary given by Mr. Stead that the 
Rabbi's case rests on a series of propositions which are 
incapable of proof, but easily capable of refutation. 

"There is not in the whole history of Israel, from 
Moses to Jesus, a single case on record of anyone ever 
having been put to death because of differing religious 
views. Only he who cursed God by the ineffable name 
of Jehovah, and who seduced others into cursing God, 
and enticed them to idolatry, was a blasphemer accord
ing to Jewish law and guilty of death." 

It is to the credit of Jewish writers that they often attempt 
to show that their community has never been guilty of 
religious bloodshed. R. Krauskopf is repeating an assertion 
made by a great predecessor of his about a thousand years 
ago, then refuted by a reference to the Jewish calendar, which 
commemorates a day whereon the differences between the 
schools of Hillel and Shammai led to the shedding of blood. 
Of course, R. Krauskopf's statement is absolutely untenable. 
The case of the man who was stoned for gathering sticks on 
the Sabbath·day (Num. xv. 32) is a case on record which 
does not come under any of the exceptions by which the force 
of this sweeping generalization is modified in the second 
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sentence, and anyone who is acquainted with the Old Testa
ment could add others. 

" There is not in the whole compendium of the 
Talmudic law an enactment, a decision, a decree that 
could even by the farthest stretch of an orthodox 
imagination construe as heresy or blasphemy anything 
that Jesus ever said or did." 

This is emphatically asserted ; but if by the " Compendium 
of Talmudic law" either the Talmud or any authoritative 
compendium of it be meant, the assertion is no more tenable 
than the other. According to the Mishnah of Sanhedrin 
(vii .. 5), he who violated the Sabbath was to be stoned. That 
healing on the Sabbath was considered by some authorities 
violation of the Sabbath is also quite certain. Hence, although 
it might be possible to maintain that a liberal interpretation 
of the law would be found consistent with the acts at which 
the lawyers of our Lord's time took offence, the proposition 
quoted by Mr. Stead is untenable. 

The summary of R. Krauskopfs position further contains 
a number of objections to the Gospel narrative on the ground 
of informalities in the ~rocedure attributed to the Judges. 
Manv of these are famihar to those who have studied the 
controversies connected with the Gospels. "The trial is held, 
and the verdict of death is pronounced on the Passover 
night; according to Jewish law no trial could be held in the 
night." To this and similar difficulties there seem to be two 
answers. 

First, the Jewish codes which we possess do not even claim 
to be contemporaneous with the events recorded in the 
Gospels. The legislation of the Mishnah is not a record of 
actual practice, but. an ideal system argued out of passages of 
Scripture at a very much later period, and in all probability 
orally preserved for many centuries. Even, therefore, if the 
rules of the procedure of the Sanhedrin were undisputed 
(which is not the case), their existence in the Jewish codes 
would be no guarantee for their having ever been observed. 
If the rule given in the Talmud-that every Sanhedrist must 
know seventy languages-was really enforced, we may safely 
assert that there never was a Sanhedrin, for it is clear that 
scarcely one man in a century could possess that qualification. 
There is, however, little ground for supposing the rest of the 
Talmudic rules to be any less ideal. They were excogitated 
at a time when the most impracticable regulations might be 
made without occasioning serious inconvenience. But even 
if we suppose these rules to have existed, the Jews, like the 
rest of mankind, were not likely to be bound by rules of 
procedure when there was any strong reason for over-riding 
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them. The argument that because a rule was broken there
fo_re .it did_ not exist has indeed ?een used for the rewriting of 
Biblical history, but even there Its success is not assured . 

. These considerations seem sufficient to answer the excerpts 
giVen by Mr. St.ead. For the endeavour which the book 
represents to place the attitude of the Jews from the first 
towards the Gospel in a more favourable liO'ht than that in 
which history presents it, gratitude is due to

1
\he author. 

D. S. MARGOLIOUTH. 
---:----

ART. III.-THE SACRIFICIAL ASPECT OF THE HOLY 
COMMUNION.l 

THERE are in the New Testament four accounts of our 
Lord's institution of the Holy Communion. If we place • 

these side by side and mark their points of similarity and 
their points of difference, we shall find that while on the one 
hand there is no small amount of variety in form and in the 
expressions used, yet there is, on the other hand, a striking 
agreement amongst all four writers in idea and principle. If 
we make a careful analysis of the contents of each narrative 
we shall find prominence is given by all to three distinct 
features about the institution: 

I. That it consisted of certain acts done by our Lord before 
His disciples-the acts, viz., of taking, blessing, and dis
tributing the elements. 

2. That it consisted of certain words of explanation spoken 
by our Lord which gave to the elements a new sacramental 
character, so that they are to be regarded as definitely con
nected with our Lord Himself-with His body offered and 
with His blood poured out-and no longer merely bread and 
merely wine. 

3. That it consisted also of certain words of command 
spoken by our Lord which enjoined upon the disciples the 
use and purpose to which the elements were to be applied. 

St. Matthew and St. Mark content themselves with simply 
giving it in the form that the elements are to be consumed : 
"Take, eat"; "Drink ye all of it." 

St. Luke and St. Paul, omitting any actual reference to this 
part of the command, while yet presupposing its existence,, 
report the additional direction: "Do this in remembrance of 
Me." Now, the words used by the last two, St. Luke and St. 
Paul, in their rendering of our Lord's command have been 
the subject of no small dispute. 

1 The substance of a paper read before the Swansea Ruri-decanal 
Chapter. 
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There are three expressions to which a distinctively sacri
ficial sense has been attached, and it is asserted by many that 
it is in this sense that we are to understand them in the 
records of the institution. 

1. It is said that the expression TovTo 7rOte'iTe does not 
mean here simply "do," "perform," this, but" offer this as a 
sacrifice." 

2. It is again said that the phrase, el~ 'T~V ep.~v ava/).VrJUtV 
does not mean here simply, "for My remembrance," but, 
"for a memorial of Me before God." 

3. It is further said that the words of St. Paul's comment : 
4

' Ye proclaim the Lord's death "-Tov 8avaTov TOV Kvplou 
Karary'YeA.i\eTe-does not mean simply, "Ye proclaim as a 
witness to yourselves or to men the Lord's deatn," but, "Ye 
proclaim, ye exhibit, ye present to God the Lord's death." 

Let us consider each of these : 
1. TovTo 7rote'i:Te. What meaning are we to give to this 

phrase ? The answer is returned by some writers to the effect 
that 7rOte'iv is here used by our Lord as a technical term for 
offering a sacrifice to God, and we are therefore to translate 
and to understand the words in the sense of " offer this," or 
" sacrifice this," or "offer this sacrifice." What ground is 
there for this view? So far as I have been able to discover, 
the arguments adduced in support of it are based chiefly 
upon (a) the LXX. use of the word 7rote'iv in a sacrificial sense, 
and also (b) upon the supposed interpretation in its favour 
given by some of the Fathers, more especially Justin Martyr. 

Now, in the LXX., it is quite true that 'l'fote'iv is undoubtedly 
used in some passages as the translation of the Hebrew word 
"to offer." \\Te have, for example, in Exod. xxix. 39 the 
words, "The one lamb thou shalt offer in the morning, and 
the other lamb thou shalt offer at even." The LXX. in each 
~ase renders this word by 7rot~uet~. Again, in Lev. ix. 7 
the words occur, "Draw near unto the altar, and offer thy 
sin offering and thy burnt offering." The LXX. rendering 
here also is 7rote'iv (7rpouei\8€ 7rpo~ To 8uutauT~pwv "a' 7rot~uov 

' ' .... ~ ' ) To 7rEp£ T'I'J~ a~J-apna~ uou . 
But let us be quite clear as to how far this use of the word 

takes us. Tiote'iv, in Greek, is one of those wide, general 
terms, like the words " to do " or " to make" in English, 
which is capable of being used in a vast variety of meanings. 
The broad, general sense with which the word starts, so to 
speak, on its course, is the carrying out, the carrying on, of 
action, without necessarily defining what special kind of 
action is going on or is done. We gather what that particular 
action is only from the context of the words, and when the 
~ontext makes it quite clear to our minds what the special 
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action is, we read that meaning into the word "doing" or 
"making," and often in a translation we substitute a word 
which ?onveys the particular action for the more general 
exp!eSSlOn, . 
. Now, in the case of the quotations from the LXX. to which 

I have referred, the context of the passages makes it unmis
takably clear what the action signified by the word 7To£e£v 
really is. You read the passages, and you find that they are 
all about sacrificial worship. This in no sense depends upon 
the word 7Tote'iv, but upon the whole body of language em
ployed. It is about an altar, a lamb being offered, about sin 
offerings and burnt offerings, and makins- atonement. So 
that when we encounter the word 7Tote'iv m this connection, 
as describing man's action, we have no alternative but to 
understand it of a particular sort of action, viz., offering 
sacrifice. The general sense of the word has become special. 
Why has it become special? Not surely because the word 
7Tote'iv in itself means "to offer," wherever we meet with it, 
but because its association with other sacrificial terms on this 
occasion has given that sense to the action embodied in the 
word. Let me illustrate this. In St. Matt. xiii. 28 you have 
the expression "An enemy hath done this "-TovTo bro£ncr'iv. 
What has the enemy done ? The context at once shows : 
he has been sowing tares. The context shows that 7TOte'iv 
here really means sowing tares. 

So in St. Luke v. 6: "And when they had this done"
Kat TOVTO 7TOt~uavTec;. What had they done? They had let 
down their nets. That was the special action denoted by the 
word 7Tote'iv-not mere general action, but letting down their 
nets for a draught. Now, applying this principle to the Lord's 
words before us, ToiJTo 7Tote'iTe, what special kind of action are 
we to understand He bids them do ? The word 7TOte'iv is 
general, colourless; we have no right to take some special 
meaning like that of " offer " simply because we find it means 
that when used elsewhere. The point for us to consider is, 
What does the context show that it means here ? If the 
connection points to offering of sacrifice, then we must so 
translate it, but not otherwise. What, then, is the context? 
The Lord has just before taken the loaf and the cup in His 
hands, has blessed or given thanks for them, and has dis
tributed them amongst the disciples, telling them what they 
are sacramentally. The disciples are there consuming t~e 
bread and the wine that the Lord has just given them. This 
is the scene, the context. And then He says, TovTo 7Tote'iTe to 
them. Candidly, I think we can only say th.at the Lord m_ust 
mean either, Do this that you are doing-viz., eat a:nd drmk 
this bread and this wine sacramentally-or, Do this that I 
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have just done-viz., take bread and wine, bless or give thanks, 
distribute, and consume them, regarding them as My body 
and blood. 

The supposed parallel between the sacrificial meaning of 
'Tl"ote'iv in the LXX. and the use of the word by our Lord is 
not, therefore, one, as I think, that can be relied upon. 

But there is something further to be said against this 
suggested rendering of 'Tl"otE'iv. We have to bear in mind that 
the Greek language has other and less equivocal words for 
expressing this idea of offering or sacrifice than the term 
'Tl"ote'iv. It has the word '11"porrrp€pew, and it has the word 
avacp€pew. Both of these words express the idea without 
suggesting any doubt about the sense. They mean, definitely 
and technically, to make an offering, to offer sacrifice. They 
are largely employed both in the LXX. and in the New 
Testament to convey this idea. You have only to read 
through the Epistle to the Hebrews in the Greek m order to 
see how frequently these terms are used when the subject of 
sacrifice is being dealt with, and it is surely a remarkable 
thing that had St. Luke or St. Paul wished to give the 
sacrificial meaning as being what our Lord really said to His 
disciples they should not have used the ordinary word 
'11"porTcpepew for it, and so have avoided all possibility of mis
conception ; and again that neither by the three Evangelists, 
nor by St. Paul, is any such unambiguous word as '11"pMcpopa 
or '11"poup€pew used in connection with. the Holy Communion. 
To this, also, should be added the fact that the word they do 
employ-7Totel:v-nowhere occurs, so far as I know, by itself 
in the whole of the New Testament-apart from the disputed 
passage before us-in the sense of making an offering. 

I should like, if I may, to commend to you the excellent 
note on the matter which you will find in Dr. Plummer's 
St. Luke, in the " InternatiOnal Critical Commentary," and 
also an article by the same author in the Expositor of June, 
1888, on the meaning of 'TC-!)To 7Tote'i-re. He quotes with 
approval the opinion of Dr. Ellicott on their meaning, which 
runs thus : "To render the words ' sacrifice this ' in accord
ance with a Hebraistic use of 'Tl"otel:v in this sense i.n the LXX. 
is to violate the regular use of 7Tote'iv in the New Testament, 
and to import polemical considerations into words which do 
not in any degree involve or suggest them." 

In regard to the second line of argument for the sacrificial 
use of 'Tl"Ote'iv, drawn from the writings of the Fathers, I shall 
say but little. To go into the matter at all thoroughly would 
demand far more time than we have now at our disposal, and 
a far more intimate knowledge of patristic literature than I 
certainly can claim. But from what I have been able to read 
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on the matter the conclusion seems to be somewhat of this 
sort : There appears to be a pretty general agreement 
amongst really fair-minded critics that however strongly the 
Greek Fathers held to a sacrificial view of the Holy Com
munion, yet they do not base their view of it upon any 
sacrificial sense of the words Tovro 7TOte'iTe. As Dr. Plummer 
says," All the other Greek Fathers, with the exception of J ustin, 
interpret the words ' perform this action,' " and Canon Mason 
in " The Faith of the Gospel "-and no one who knows Canon 
Mason's theological preferences will accuse him of attempting 
to minimize the arguments in favour of the sacrificial view
says : "The rendering 'offer this ' has against it the fact that 
it is of recent origin. All the Greek Fathers, with the excep
tion of Jus tin Martyr, treat the words as meaning ' perform 
this action.' " In this connection it should be observed that 
even some Roman Catholic commentators, like Estius, who are 
most concerned of all people in finding every possible support 
for their extreme sacrificial doctrine of the Eucharist, do 
not attempt to press the meaning of TovTo 7Tote'ire into their 
service. The controversy as to Jus tin's interpretation is a 
difficult and perplexing one. Dr. Plummer holds it to be 
very questionable whether the references in his writings prove 
that he attached a sacrificial sense to the TovTo 7Tote'iTe of the 
institution; even if he did, which is doubtful, it would not 
make him right, especially in face of the rest of the Greek 
Fathers who take the opposite view. 

2. We now come to the second critical phrase, elr; T~v 
ep,~v avaf.'V'I)UW. How are we to understand this ? The 
answer is returned by SOme tO the effect that avap,V'I)IYL<; 
is also a technical term for a memorial made before God 
in sacrifice, and again the basis for this view is sought 
chiefly in the LXX. use of the word for the Levitical offerings. 
Prebendary Sadler, e.g., speaking of the Lord's Institution, 
says in one place in his book " The One Offering " (p. 4) : 
" He commanded all to be done by His disciples as a 
remembrance, or memorial, or commemoration of Himself, 
using the same words to express ' do this ' and ' remembrance' 
as are used in Scripture in connection with the most solemn 
sacrifices." And in another place, speaking of avap,V'I)IYL<;, he 
says : " Christ, in setting forth the end or purpose of the 
institution, used a word which is used in Scripture of sacrifices 
or sacrificial acts done as in the sight of God, and with a view 
to His acceptance" (p. 26). Now here, again, we admit that 
it is quite true that the LXX. does so use the word avaf.'V'I)IYt<; 
-e.g., in Lev. xxiv. 7 we read, " And Thou shalt put pure 
frankincense upon each row, that it may be to the bread for 
a memorial, even an offering made by fire unto the Lord." 

10-2 
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The rendering of this word "memorial " in the LXX. is 
avap,V7JlH'>· So, again, in Num. X. 10 it is prescribed that on 
the great festivals trumpets should be blown over the offerings 
and sacrifices and " they shall be to you for a memorial before 
your God," where, again, the word in the LXX. is avap,V7JCTL<>. 
But I beg you to observe particularly one thing. In both of 
these referenCeS aVrLf.LVYJCTI,(O is Set in the midst Of Other WOrds 
which state clearly and definitely that the memorial is God
ward. In the first we have "bread for a memorial," and then, 
as defining in what sense, it adds, " even an offering made by 
fire unto the Lord." So in the second, "they shall be for a 
memorial," and then, as showing the direction in which the 
memorial is made, it adds," before your God." Now consider 
the strict sense of avap,V7JCTL<>. It means, primarily, not an 
outward concrete thing by which memory is stirred, but in 
classical Greek, as Bishop W ordsworth says, " a calling to 
mind, an act of recollection." And not only in the classics, 
but in the LXX. also this primary sense is found. So in the 
Book of Wisdom (xvi. 6) we read of God sending trouble upon 
His people " to put them in remembrance" of the command
ment. Here there can be no question that avaf.LVTJCTL'> means 
man's own subjective act of remembering. But in the LXX. 
also, as we have seen, a secondary sense follows-viz., that of 
commemoration-some outward act, some record or thing which 
awakens or embodies a recollection. In this secondary sense 
avaf.Lv7JCTL<> is equivalent to the cognate word f.LV7Jf.L6uevvov
memorial. Bearing in mind these two points-(1) That when 
in the LXX. avap,V7JCTL'> is used in the sense of a memorial 
God ward there are additional words used to make it clear that 
that is the meaning intended, and (2) that the primary sense 
of the word is an act of recollection-let us go to our New 
Testament to see how the word occurs. There are, as a 
matter of fact, only four instances of its use in the whole of 
the New Testament. Three of these are now before us
St: Luke xxii. 19, and 1 Cor. xi. 24, 25-and in no single case 
is there any word in the context to show that the memorial is 
before God (cf. Sadler on this, 26 et seq. and 98). The other 
occurs in Heb. x. 3; the passage runs thus: "For in those 
sacrifices there is a remembrance made of sins year by year." 
The writer of the Epistle is speaking of the imperfection of 
the legal sacrifices. How are they shown to be imperfect ? 
By the fact of their repetition year by year. Had they ceased 
we might suppose that men's consciences were free from the 
sense of sin. But they have not ceased, and their repetition 
keeps up the remembrance of sins. This is the writer's 
argument, and the connection between avaf.LV7Jut;; in verse 3 
and uvvelo7Jat<>-conscience -in the preceding verse makes it 
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certain that the remembrance here referred to is an act of 
recollection in man, just as uwe[orwu; is his own self-know
ledge. So Bishop Westcott says of avap,VTJU£<; here that it 
means" not simply a record made of sins, but a calling to 
mind of sins whereby men are put in remembrance of them," 
Bishop W estcott goes on in his note to refer to the use of 
lwap,vTJutc; by St. Luke and St. Paul. " The use of the word 
avap,V'T}U"£<;," he says, " suggestS a Contrast between· the ,Jewish 
sacrifices and the Christian Eucharist.-They were instituted 
to keep fresh the thought of responsibility: that was instituted, 
in Christ's words, el<; T~V ep,~v ava!J-VTJUW, to bring to men's 
minds the recollection of the redemption which He has 
accomplished." This note makes it clear in what sense the 
scholarly Dr. W estcott understood the disputed word before 
us-not certainly in the sense of a memorial before God, but 
as an act of recollection in those who communicate. 

I would only add two brief remarks before leaving this 
point. The first is this : 

(a) When our Lord instituted the Eucharist His mind was 
evidently full of the thought of His impending separation 
from His Church. The Gospels give great prominence to 
this. Is it not, therefore, obvious and natural that when we 
find Him using a word which means in its simple, first, 
ordinary sense an act of memory by man, we should under
stand by it a desire on His part to keep alive a vivid re
membrance of Himself and His redemptive work amongst His 
people during the time when His seen personal presence 
should be withdrawn? Is it not, I say, far more obvwus and 
far more natural to understand it thus than to give to the 
word a meaning that is secondary and that occurs nowhere 
else in the New Testament? 

(b) The second remark I would make is this: The Institu
tion of the Eucharist was at a Passover Feast. One feature of 
that feast was the calling to mind of the redemption wrought 
by God for Israel, and that, not in the form of a memorial pre
sented to God, but by simple question and answer amongst those 
who sat round the board of what the feast was intended to 
commemorate. Again, I ask, is it not obvious and natural that, 
when we find as a general rule the leading features of the 
Passover Feast perpetuated in the Christian Eucharist, and 
when we find a word, like this, of remembrance, which, taken 
in its first natural sense, suggests in the Christian Passover 
Feast a feature parallel to one in the Jewish Passover, that we 
should conclude that that sense, and not another, is probably 
the one originally intended by our Lord ? 

3. We have now to consider the right meaning of St. Paul's 
phrase: " Ye proclaim (KaTWf"fEA'A€Te) the Lord's death till 
He come." 
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In Mr. Sadler, again, we find an advocate for the view that 
the proclaiming here spoken of is an exhibition, a showing 
before God. He does not, indeed, attempt to discuss the 
ordinary meaning of the word Jcamryrye"A"Aew, nor St. Paul's use 
of it in other passages (p. 99). What he says about it is this: 
,; To ascertain the scope of this word we must be guided by 
what is said in other places respecting the design of Holy 
Communion as to whether we are to understand this' show
ing ' to be before God or before men," and he then goes on to 
say how unlikely and incredible it is to think that St. Paul 
meant the word in the latter sense and not in the former. I 
submit, with all deference to Mr. Sadler's acknowledged 
learning, that this is neither a scholarly nor a satisfactory 
method of defining the meaning of terms. For it is surely 
nothing else than a veiled form of special pleading to say, 
before you have honestly examined the word itself, that its 
scope is to be determined by what other entirely different terms 
teach upon the subject. What, then, is the truer statement 
of the matter? To start with, the word KaTa'Y"/e"AA.ew means 
to proclaim aloud, as an accredited messenger, or a:yrye"Ao<;, 
would utter his message. Elsewhere St. Paul employs the 
word six times in his Epistles, and in each case, without doubt, 
of a public proclamation to men. He uses it of preaching 
the mystery of God (1 Cor. ii. 1), of preaching the Gospel 
(1 Cor. ix. 14 ), of preaching Christ (Phil. i. 17 ; Col. i. 28). He 
uses it also of the faith of the Roman Christians proclaimed 
throughout the whole world (Rom. i. 8). Outside St. Paul's 
writings the word is used in the New Testament eleven times, 
and again in each case of a public proclamation to men. It is 
used of the preaching of the prophets (Acts iii. 24), of the 
preaching of Christ and the Resurrection (Acts iv. 2), of the 
preaching of the Word of God (Acts xiii. 5, xv. 36), of remis
sion of sins (Acts xiii. 38), of the way of salvation (Acts xvi. 17), 
or of some other aspect of the Gospel message (cf. Acts xvii. 3, 
xiii. 23, and xxvi. 23). So that of the eighteen times where 
the word is used, seventeen give one and the same consistent 
sense-to proclaim to men. Ought we not to conclude that 
the eighteenth, unless there are strong reasons to the contrary, 
bears a similar meaning? But it has been objected that it 
is most improbable that St. Paul would speak in this way of 
the Holy Communion as proclaiming Christ's death to men, 
since those to whom it would be addressed-the worshippers 
-already knew of it and believed in it. The answer seems to 
me a simple and obvious one. To whom was St. Paul writing 
the words? To the Corinthian Christians. Why did be write 
to them at all on the subject of the Holy Communion ? 
Because, as the chapter shows quite plainly, they were 
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abusing it ; because they were turning the Lord's Supper into 
a drunken carouse, and were evidently forgetting the very pur
pose for which the Eucharist was founded-to recall to mind 
the Lord and His death. Were they not, then, men who 
needed to be recalled to a sense of their true position ? Was 
there not an urgent need in their case for the holy ordinance 
itself to proclaim to them its real message? There is nothing 
therefore, I think, improbable in interpreting St. Paul's use of 
the word KaTa"fYe"AA.ew here, as in other places, of a proclaim
ing to men and not to God. 

J. A. HARRISS. 
~--

ART. IV.-THE LORD'S PRAYER: ITS LITURGICAL 
USE AND MEANING IN THE EARLY CHURCH. 

I T would be very helpful, if it were at all possible in a sketch 
of this nature, to give the sayings of the early Fathers on 

this prayer. The work of selection is here our chief difficulty, 
for every comment seems almost of equal importance. How
ever, I shall give a few of those which are best known, and 
which have reference to the liturgical use of the Lord's Prayer 
in olden times. 

St. Chrysostom, in Homily 42, said: " Every good Christian 
uses this prayer daily, and by these holy words' Thy Kingdom 
come' expresses his belief in the Resurrection." Cyprian, in 
his commentary on the Lord's Prayer, said: "This bread we 
daily ask to be given to us lest we who are in Christ, and daily 
receive the Eucharist for the food of Salvation, should be 
separated from the body of Christ." These words show that 
not only was the Lord's Prayer in daily use, but that the 
Eucharist was daily received. In the Apostolic Constitutions 
it was ordered that this prayer should be repeated three times 
a day (some, like Theodoret, thought this was in respect to the 
Trinity). It was a canon of the fourth Council of Toledo that 
no clergyman should omit the Lord's Prayer in public or private 
offices, and " Whoever then of the priests or the inferior clergy 
shall omit to say this Lord's Prayer in public or private office 
shall be judged for his contempt and deprived of his office." 

The same Council of Toledo, in its ninth canon, also 
declared, "St. Hilary said, 'Give us to-day our daily (quoti
dianum) bread. For what does the Lord desire more than 
that Christ, who is the Bread of Life and the Bread from 
Heaven, should daily dwell in us? And because the prayer is 
in daily use (quotidiana), the prayer is al~o that it (the 
bread) may be given daily (quotidie).'" 

We thus see the reason why St. Cyprian and others called 
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the prayer Oratio Quotidiana, or the Daily Prayer. Of course, 
this prayer was repeated more than once or even three times a 
day by many. 

St. Ambrose, in his address to the Virgins, said : " I would 
have you, even in your beds, repeat the Psalms, frequently in
serting the Lord's Prayer." But, be it remembered, this was 
no formula to be glibly gabbled in those days. 

It was regarded as essentially a spiritual prayer, because of 
the dignity of its Author. "What prayer," said Cyprian, 
"can be more spiritual than that which was given us by Christ, 
by whom the Holy Spirit is sent to us ? Where can be a truer 
prayer to the Father than that which came from the mouth 
of His Son, who is Truth itself? It is a friendly and familiar 
style of praying to beseech God in His own words to let the 
prayers of the Son reach His ears." 

St. Chrysostom said that praying by the Lord's Prayer is 
praying by the Spirit. "If there was no Holy Ghost," he 
writes, " we, that are believers, could not pray to God, for we 
say ' Our Father, which art in heaven.' As we could not say 
that Jesus was the Lord, so neither could we call God our 
Father without the Holy Ghost." How does that appear 1 
From the same Apostle who says" Because ye are sons, God 
hath sent forth the Spirit of His Son into your hearts." 

And in another homily he expressed its spiritual efficacy by 
saying: "Although you be guilty of a thousand crimes, if you 
sincerely offer up that prayer which promises that if you for
give your enemies, the Father will also forgive your tres
passes." And in another sermon (forty-second) he spoke of 
1t as a form of spiritual prayer which the Lord gave to His 
disciples. 

The prayer was thus looked upon as a spiritual prayer, and 
a prayer for spiritual men ; for it was thought to be the 
peculiar privilege of Christians who had been regenerated, and 
were being sanctified by the Spirit, to use the prayer. When 
commenting on the I 50th Psalm, the same Bishop said that the 
prayer was peculiar to the sons of God who could call God 
their Father by virtue of their regeneration and adoption, for 
he that calls God his Father confesses the adoption of sons, 
owns and acknowledges both justification and sanctification, 
redemftion, remission of sins, and the gift of the Holy Spirit. 
For al these must precede, that we may be thought worthy 
to call God our Father. Accordingly, the reason why the 
p~ayer was in very early times called the " prayer of the 
faithful" was because it was regarded as their special prayer, 
and was therefore not to be repeated aloud in the presence of 
those who were not communicants. 

There was also a peculiar significance attached to every 
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clause of the prayer. We learn this if we turn over the pages 
of the sermons of the same divine, where we find practical 
applications of the different petitions of this prayer. When 
rebuking Christians for reviling their brethren, he said: "If 
be is not thy brother, how' sayest thou 'Our Father,' for the 
word 'Our ' signifies many persons ? When you utter these 
words, 'Our Father, which art in heaven,' the word raises you 
up and gives wings to your soul, and shows that you have a 
Father in heaven. Therefore, say nothing, do nothing of these 
things that are on earth. You stand in heaven, and do you 
revile ? You hold converse with angels, and do you revile ? 
You are honoured with the kiss of God, and do you still revile?" 

A very apposite and telling use did that great orator-prelate 
make of this prayer when the wretched Euthropius souo-ht the 
protection of the Church, the sanctity of which, as a place of 
refuge, he himself had violated, from the fury of his imperial 
master and the rage of the populace determined to have the 
blood of their oppressor. Pomting out to his congregation the 
shrinking figure of their enemy, as he clung to a pillar of the 
Holy Table and pleaded for mercy, he demanded his life, 
saying: " For how will you otherwise take the Holy Sacrament 
into your bands, and use the words of that prayer wherein we 
are commanded to say' Forgive us our trespasses,' if you exact 
the full penalty from your debtors?" The duty offorgiveness 
was thus strikingly brought home to the minds of his hearers. 

Indeed, that" old man eloquent" was never tired of com
menting on this petition. " We are commanded to say," he 
wrote, 'Forgive us our trespasses,' that by the continual use 
of that prayer we may be put in mind that we are liable to 
punishment." 

In his homily on Repentance he said : " When we enter the 
church we must approach God in a becoming manner. For if 
we have designs of revenge in our hearts when we pray, we 
pray against ourselves, saying:· 'Forgive us, as we forgive 
them that trespass against us.' Terrible words these are, for 
they mean the same as if anyone said to God, ' Lord, I have 
forgiven my enemy, forgive Thou me '; 'I have loosed him, 
loose Thou me'; 'I have pardoned him, pardon Thou me '; 'If 
I have retained his sins, retain Thou mine'; 'If I have not 
loosed my neighbour, do not Thou loose my offences;' 'The 
measure I have meted out to him, measure to me again.' " 

The great father of the African Church, St. Augustine, 
regarded the use of the Lord's Prayer as a sort of daily 
baptism. "Remission of sins," he wrote, "is not in the 
washing of sacred baptism only, but is also in the Lord's 
Prayer repeated every day. For in that prayer you will find 
as it were a daily baptism.'' In his Enchiridion, or Manual, 
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he said: "The daily prayer of the faithful, whose privilege it 
is to say, 'Our Father, which art in heaven,' makes satisfac
tion for the small and trivial daily faults without which this 
life cannot be lived." 

Possidius tells us that both Augustine and Ambrose were 
keenly sensitive to the privilege and importance of using the 
Lord's Prayer every day. Of the former he writes that he 
said " he relied more upon the goodness of God than upon his 
own merits." For to Him daily in the Lord's Prayer he 
prayed, "Forgive us our sins." 

Augustine's indignation was fairly roused when his beloved 
prayer was assailed by Pelagius and his followers, who did not 
relish the clause "Forgive us our sins," which brought so 
much comfort and cleansing power to Augustine that it 
seemed to confer a daily baptism upon his soul. In a letter 
to Innocent of Rome he wrote of Pelagius: " They even 
attempt by their impious arguments to take away from us 
the Lord's Prayer, for they say that a man, if he knows the 
commands of God, can in this life attain to such a degree of 
perfection, without the assistance of the grace of the Saviour, 
of his own freewill alone that it is no longer necessary for 
him to say ' Forgive us our sins.' " What seemed to outrage 
the piety of Augustine even more than this pride of self
sufficiency was the spirit of Pharisaism in which the Pelagians 
professed to use this petition for the sins of others, boldly 
asserting that "the Apostles who were already holy and 
perfect and were quite free from sin did not pray ' Forgive us' 
for themselves, but for sinners still imperfect." 

St. Chrysostom also mentions another class of people who 
used to drop the clause "Forgive us our sins, as we forgive 
those who have trespassed against us," not liking the condi
tion. These he severely rated and admonished by saying that 
this petition would daily turn their thoughts from revenge 
and compel them to forgive. 

In a letter to Hilary, Augustine said: "Everyone must use 
the Lord's Prayer, which the Lord gave to the very rams of 
the flock-that is, His Apostles-so that each one should say 
to God 'Forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors' 
(' Dimitte nobis debita sicut nos dimittimus debitoribus 
nostris '). For," he argues, "if Christ had foreseen that any
one would have been so much better than His disciples, He 
would have taught them another prayer in which they should 
not have asked for remission of sins for themselves." 

He was here alluding to the Pelagians, who used this prayer, 
but in a very general way, which they defended by saying 
that they were not taught to say" Forgive me my sins," but 
", F~rgive us our sins," and for which they were duly anathe
matized by a council of the Church. 
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We shall now briefly consider the place of the Lord's 
Prayer in the public offices of the Church. In the first place 
we have abundant evidence to show that the repeating of this 
prayer was considered a principal feature in the Communion 
8ervice and in the office of Baptism. Chrysostom, in his 
twenty-seventh Homily, when impressing on his hearers the 
duty of forgiving their enemies, used these words: "If we do 
this we may then with a pure conscience come to this holy and 
awful table, and boldly say the words that are contained in 
that prayer." In his forty-second sermon he said: "Daily 
that Lord's Prayer is said at the altar in the Church, and the 
faithful hear it." 

Augustine also bears witness to the use of the Lord's 
Prayer in the Communion Office, writing: " After the sanctifi
cation of the sacrifice we say the Lord's Prayer." And in 
another passage, "which petition" (i.e., service of consecration) 
"almost the whole Church concludes with the Lord's Prayer." 
Cyril, in his Mystagogical Catechism, says: "After the 
oblation prayer we use that prayer which our Saviour 
delivered to His disciples, ca.lling God our Father with a pure 
conscience, and saying, 'Our Father, which art in heaven.'" 

St. Augustine says the reason why this prayer is said so 
often is that men might remember it better from hearing it 
daily repeated; whereas the Creed, on the contrary, was not 
so publicly used, but only in the occasional offices of Baptism. 

This connection between the Lord's Prayer and the Sacra
ment of the Lord's Supper was so universally felt that Cyprian 
thought that the petitwn " Give us this day our daily bread" 
had special reference to the spiritual food of the Eucharist. 

Confession of sins, presumably in the Lord's Prayer and 
other suitable forms, we know preceded the oblation prayer, 
for Chrysostom says : " In the oblation prayer we offer or bear 
and confess our sins, whether voluntary or involuntary-that 
is, we first remember them and then ask pardon." And as we 
have already seen that the Lord's Prayer followed the sancti
fication of the service, we find that we have very ancient 
authority indeed for beginning and concluding the Holy 
Communion with the Lord's Prayer. 

Of course, the general idea in beginning the Communion 
Office with the Lord's Prayer, which was here said aloud by 
the priest, was to accentuate the fact that this was the central 
serviCe of the faithful, to which only communicants were 
admitted. But may we not also see the idea-a very favourite 
one with Chrysostom and Augustine-that this prayer of the 
community as it was about to present itself to its Father would 
help to lead them to a greater unanimity and charity between 
themselves, and make them remember their common nature 
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and their common needs. As Chrysostom says in his com
mentary of the 112th Psalm, '' Christ enjoins us to make 
common prayer, and obliges the whole Church, as if it were 
but one person, to say 'Our Father,' etc., always using a word 
of the plural number, and commanding everyone whether he 
pray alone by himself or in common with others still to make 
prayers for his brethren." 

To come now to the sacred office of Baptism, we find that in 
early days the newly-baptized, as soon as he rose from the 
water, said, "Our Father, which art in heaven" (so John 
Chrysostom, on the Epistle to the Colossians). In the 
Apostolic Constitution (7 to 44) the newly-baptized is bidden 
after this to stand and pray the prayer which the Lord hath 
taught us. Of course, this was only possible in the case of 
adults. Adult baptism being as necessary then as it is now 
in recruiting from the ranks of heathendom, we may reason
ably presume that in the case of babes the prayer was said, 
as at present, in their behalf by the priest and the congrega
tion. 

We thus see from the writing of the Fathers how the Lord's 
Prayer was the principal foundation of every office, and 
inwoven in the very fabric of the liturgy from the earliest 
days. A study of the ancient liturgies of St. Mark, St. James, 
and St. Chrysostom brings us to the same conclusion. 

This leads us to consider the light in which this prayer was 
regarded in the early Church. A few quotations will help us 
to form some idea of its pre-eminence. Our first will be taken 
from Tertullian, which runs thus : "Our Lord determined on 
a new form of prayer for the new disciples of the New Testa
ment. John also had taught his disciples to pray. For in all 
thin<Ys John was making preparations for Christ until He 
should increase (as John himself said), when the whole work 
of the forerunner with the Spirit Himself should pass over to 
the Master. Accordingly, the words in which John taught 
his disciples to pray are not extant, because the earthly 
yielded to the spiritual." Our second will likewise be from 
the same Father's work on the Lord's Prayer : " But since our 
Lord foresaw the necessities of men, at another time, after He 
had given this traditional form of prayer (' Traditam orandi 
disciplinam ') He said, ' Seek, and ye shall find.' There are 
things which may be sought in accordance with the circum
stances of each individual, when one has first sent forth the 
legitimate and ordinary prayer as a foundation on which other 
prayers may be raised." 

The following is from Cyprian : "Among the salutary 
precepts and Divine counsels which He made for the salva
tion of His people, He gave them also a form of prayer 
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instructing us in the very subjects of prayer." Chrysostom 
observes that " Christ prescribed the bounds and rules of 
praying for temporal things when He enjoined us to say, 
'Give us this day our daily bread.' " 

" The prayer of the faithful is, as it were, the conclusion and 
uniting tie of one's prayers for all men." 

"Christ prayed in order to teach His disciples how to pray; 
but they were to learn not only to Eray, but also after what 
manner to pray, and therefore He delivered them a prayer in 
these words." 

" When Christ commanded His disciJ>les not to pray after 
the manner of the heathen, He taught them the measure of 
prayer." 

"Christ taught us what we are to say in prayer, and in a 
few words instructed us in all manners of virtue." 

From the quotations, fugitive as they are, we gather that 
the Lord's Prayer was esteemed by the early Christians as a 
form given by Christ to be used by His disciples, not merely 
as a rule and pattern to which their prayers should conform, 
but as a special" formula of prayer to be literally used." As 
ChTysostom well said in his sermon on 2 Corinthians, it was 
"the established :{>rayer" of the Church which it was the 
privilege of the faithful to use, and which Augustine, with a 
prophetic touch, declared " the whole Church will say to the 
end of the world." · 

It was not, therefore, thought to supersede or to be super
seded by other forms of prayer, but was intended to hold the 
unique position of being the corner-stone in the liturgical 
edifice. 

The Lord's Prayer was thus regarded in every branch of 
the ancient Catholic Church, Roman, Greek, Gallican, and the 
rest, as the very nucleus of the service. There was, however, 
a certain difference in its early use, which has been retained 
even until the present day-namely this, that in the Greek 
and Gallican Churches the prayer was said by the priest and 
the people together, but in the Roman Church by the priest 
alone, as Gregory the Great tells us (in Lib. VII., Ep. 64): 
"But the Lord's Prayer among the Greeks is said by the 
whole congregation, but among us by the priest alone." 

The Gallican use, and not the Roman, is followed on all 
occasions but one-i.e., in the pre-Communion Office in the 
Oh urch of England services. 

F. R. MoNTGOMERY HITCH COCK. 
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ART. V.-PRACTICAL ECHOES FROM THE BRIGHTON 
CHURCH CONGRESS. 

I. 

IN the present article I propose to pass in review the late 
Church Congress at Brighton, not so much in regard· to 

its own outward circumstances, its readers and speakers, its 
papers and speeches, as for the purpose of seeing what lessons 
can be gathered from it in a business point of view for the 
guidance of future executive committees. This is by no 
means such a work of supererogation as might be fancied. 
Considering that there have been forty-one Church Congresses, 
it might be supposed that a vast amount of experience had 
been accumulated, and that committees had now little else to 
do than act upon precedents already many times debated and 
accepted. Such, however, is by no means the case; for, strange 
as it may seem, it is only within the last three or four years 
that any attempt has been made to lay by in store memoranda 
and printed forms useful for future guidance. The Brighton 
Committee had a vast number of petty details to settle for 
themselves at a great cost of time and trouble. 

Having acted as one of the honorary secretaries of the 
Brighton Congress, I took very· copious notes on a great 
variety of practical points, and these notes will be the founda
tion of this article. My programme may be otherwise defined 
thus: Existing Methods of Organizing a Congress; Criticism 
on those Methods; Reforms already suggested; Reforms which 
I should like to suggest; Miscellaneous Notanda-i.e., things 
noted at Brighton for the guidance of future committees and 
officers. 

Whoever may take the initiative in laying plans for a 
Church Congress to be held in a given diocese, it is evident 
that the Bishop of that diocese must be, so far as the public 
eye is concerned, the leading spirit at the start, and most 
Bishops will wish, and very properly so, to take the lead in 
all the arrangements from start to finish, however often they 
may find it convenient to delegate particular matters of detail 
to committees or sub-committees. As the success of a 
Congress, by all appearances, will more than ever in the future 
devend on the sympathies and active support of the laity 
bemg enlisted, it is desirable that the first public meeting to 
take action shall be convened on the widest possible basis. I 
believe that, as a matter of fact, the Diocesan Conference of 
the diocese is generally considered to be the best fons et 
origo, and so it is in one sense ; but as these Conferences, as 
at present constituted, have, to put it mildly, rather a hole-
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and-corner origin, it is desirable that the first public pre
liminary meeting should be thrown open as widely as possible 
to the whole diocese, and that Churchmen really interested 
in Church work (clergy and laity alike) should be invited and 
welcomed, quite irrespective of whether they are members of 
the Diocesan Conference or are specially in touch with exist
ing diocesan machinery or not. There are many earnest 
laymen and many beneficed clergy and curates whose advice 
and assistance will often be well worth having, though they 
are outside all existing central organizations in the diocese. 

At the first public meeting (to be held, say, in January) 
probably resolutions will be proposed approving of the idea 
of having the Congress in the diocese and appointing a 
General Committee, and enrolling at once names for the 
Guarantee Fund. The first meeting will not get much beyond 
this stage, but that will be a very sufficient day's work. One 
or two points may here be noted. As regards the choice of 
the Congress town, it should be the largest in the diocese. 
However natural and proper it might seem to be to choose 
the cathedral city, it will very often happen that that place 
is not the largest centre of population nor one offering the 
requisite accommodation either of assembly-rooms or of 
facilities for hospitality. On some few occasions in the past 
the difficulty of finding ready to hand a sufficient assembly
room has been met by the erection of a temporary hall, but 
resort to this expedient is much to be deprecated on a variety 
of grounds. To mention but two: The erection of a temporary 
building is a great waste of money, and except at a very lavish 
outlay no temporary structure is ever likely to be rainproof or 
airtight, or to have any proper acoustic properties. Congress
goers who went to Folkestone in 1892 will readily recall 
unpleasant recollections of these points. It is satisfactory to 
note that to an ever-increasing extent the large towns of 
England are becoming provided with spacious and well
equipped municipal buildings, which generally offer all that 
is wanted in the way of a good principal assembly-room, with 
convenient accessory rooms, either under the same roof or not 
far oft', which furnish the requisite accommodation for sectional 
meetings, reception-rooms, business offices, and so on. 

The questions which are connected with the Guarantee 
Fund are generally so very local that not much can be said 
here on the subject. Archdeacon Emery, the permanent 
pivot! of all Church Congresses, lays it down that a Guarantee 
Fund should always be created even in cases where there is 

l This is a much more expressive name for the Venerable and venerated 
Archdeacon of Ely than the term usually applied to him of "Permanent 
Secretary." 
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little probability, or, as at Brighton, no probability at all, that 
any recourse to it is likely to be necessary. This may be 
taken to be sound advice. It is comforting to the Executive 
Committee at all stages of their career to be kept free of 
anxiety as to money matters, as, also, free of the temptation 
to do things "on the cheap." As we shall see later on, the 
average ticket-holder is a very exigeant person, and more than 
most people expects something for nothing. By way of fixing 
ideas, I may say that it is desirable that the Guarantee Fund 
should in most cases not fall much below £4,000. 

The preliminary public meeting having nominated a General 
Committee, and having dispersed, let us now proceed to 
consider what the General Committee will do at its first 
meeting-say, early in February. The quotation from Cowper 
applied to the Brighton General Committee, of" doing nothing 
with a deal of skill," was generally admitted, even by those 
who most resented the quotation, to be a plain and wholesome 
truth. However, let me here take a more optimistic view of 
things, and say that at its first meeting the General Com
mittee, besides helping cheerfully to inflate the Guarantee 
Fund, will also proceed to delegate a variety of business 
matters with a view to them being eventually carried out by 
several subordinate committees. There will first of all have 
to be an Executive Committee which will henceforward be 
the governing body of the whole undertaking (the General 
Committee fading away into empty space). Affiliated to and 
subordinate to the Executive Committee, there will be (1) the 
Subjects Committee, (2) the Finance Committee, and (3) the 
Hospitality and Reception Committee. I mention these names 
rather in the order in which they should start and finish their 
work than in the order of their relative inherent importance, 
because it is evident that the number and variety of the 
subjects finally to be taken up, and the extent and liberality 
of the reception arrangements, must be governed in no small 
degree by the funds which the Finance Committee can 
command. For example, it is clear that holders of tickets 
will expect more, and get more, when they go to the Diocese 
of Manchester than they would if they were invited to a 
Congress in the Diocese of Truro. 

The Subjects Committee is usually formed in a special 
manner. Starting with a body of perhaps two dozen repre
sentative men chosen from the diocese, there are afterwards 
added or eo-opted perhaps another two dozen chosen pro
miscuously from all l;ngland, men of commanding experience 
based on familiarity w1th previous Congresses, or leaders of 
thought of commanding influence. It goes without saying 
that the Subjects Committee should be as representative as 
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possible of the various parties in the Church, no one party 
beino- awarded a monopoly. There was in the case of the 
Brighton Subjects Committee a much more fair division of 
the seats than at many previous Congresses, where, by judicious 
wire-pulling, the extreme High Church party obtained a 
larger numerical influence than their strength in the nation 
entitled them to. 

When once the Subjects Committee has been constituted 
it should lose no time in getting to work, because although 
the interval between February and October may sound a long 
and amply sufficient one for the task of choosing subjects and 
speakers, yet it will be found in practice that such is not the 
case, and that even when July has arrived there are still a 
great many gaps to be filled up. Members of the Subjects 
Committee will go to their first meeting armed with a 
portentous number of suggestions-good, bad, or indifferent
emanating either from their own brains or from those of their 
friends. They will all assemble in good spirits, and with a 
large-hearted determination to be pleasant to one another. 
This will be due to the fact that all are provided with fad 
subjects, as to which they will wish to propitiate their fellow
members. Each should be called upon in turn to read out 
his suggestions. No comments should be invited by the 
~hairman or allowed until every suggestion has been leisurely 
read over once. The suggestions should then be handed in 
in writing, and the chairman should propound them one by 
one, and invite comments. It will be easy to see quickly 
whether a suggestion in its present, or possibly in some 
modified, form is likely to be provisionally accepted, or is 
scouted at once. In the latter case it will be immediately 
crossed off the list; in the former case it will be provisionally 
reserved for future reconsideration. 

The chances are that the suggestions thus tentatively 
proposed will be from· fifty to a hundred in number, and very 
likely a sitting of two hours will not suffice to dispose of 
them, and an adjournment will be necessary. It will, how
ever, be very desirable to try and get the first crude batch of 
suggestions filtered through at one and the same meeting, 
because members and officials will be able to take a better 
general grasp of the situation at one sitting than by having 
to survey it piecemeal. Assuming that the chairman has 
now got on his notes a fairly considerable and sufficient mass 
.of manuscript raw material, there should be an adjournment, 
say, for a fortnight, during which he and. the principal sec~e
tary should put their heads together and m some way classtfy 
the subjects, and have the titles put in print for fur~her con
sideration at the next meeting of the Subjects Committee. 

11 
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At the second meeting the Committee will be in a much 
better position to consider what subjects they will have or will 
not have, and also to take note of what subjects have been 
overlooked and what subjects had better be struck out because 
stale or inappropriate or unattractive. Another session of 
two full hours or more will be needed for this, and the Com
mittee will adjourn, giving instructions to the secretary to 
reprint the list of subjects in a revised and rearranged form. 
It is probable that not even will a third meeting suffice to 
settle in general outline the list of selected subjects. However, 
as soon as it is settled the list must be reprinted on large 
sheets of paper with ample space for marginal notes, and sent 
to each member of the Committee with a request that he will 
return it to the secretary by a specified and early date, accom
panied by notes in the margins of the names of speakers sug
gested for such of the subjects as the member writing feels 
warranted in naming. 

When these sheets thus annotated have come back to the 
secretary, it will be his duty to tabulate the results as fully and 
carefully as possible. He will reprint the titles of the subjects 
and annex to them the names suggested for speakers, without, 
however, stating who are the suggesters, though if the same 
speaker is suggested several times over a note of the number 
of times should be added, because it is, in its way, a slight 
index to the popularity of a speaker and of his qualifications 
for the subject with which his name is linked. When all these 
particulars have been duly digested,·they should be put in type 
and a copy sent to every member of the Subjects Committee, 
which should be convened forthwith to consider them. The 
meeting to consider names will have before it a task far more 
difficult and delicate than any dealt with at the yrevious 
meetings, and for obvious reasons. Some of these wil be very 
personal-e.g., a competent man for a subject may be a heavy 
and dull speaker whose voice will fail to fill a large assembly
room ; another good man may be under an engagement to 
spend October in America; a third may have recently lost his 
wife or be unapproachable through some other domestic cause; 
a fourth may be voted to have been already asked more than 
a sufficient number of times to appear on Congress platforms ; 
a fifth may be a public man, Bishop, or M:ember of Parliament, 
whose time is so much taken up that there is no certainty of 
his coming to the Congress even if he accepts an invitation. 
This is not an imaginary statement of difficulties likely to 
c?nfron~ a Subjects Committee, but an actual record of actual 
difficulties whiCh at one stage or another did confront the 
Subjects Committee of the Brighton Congress. Then another 
class of difficulty is connected with " Schools of Thought." 
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Where the subject which is selected is one involving party 
questions, every endeavour should be made to balance the 
speakers representing different sections so that there may be 
a fair representation both in numbers, personal weight, and 
social standing of the different sections; and also that clergy 
should alternate with laity in something like equal numbers. 
This last-named point is often one of greater difficulty than 
some of the former ones, because the number of laymen accus
tomed to, and willing to, discuss Church questions on public 
platforms is much smaller than one could wish or tlian is 
good for the Church. Another incidental difficulty is that 
which often naturally arises from men being unwilling or 
unable for good and sufficient reas0ns to pledge themselves as 
early as the spring of the year to do particular things at a 
particular place so far forwards as October. Yet the Subjects 
Committee cannot stand still in making their arrangements or 
keep many places open in their list of speakers. 

Thus far we have been dealing with the circumstances of 
speakers of the male sex, but there is no reason whatever 
why, if competent lady speakers can be had for certain subjects, 
a sprinkling of such should not be enlisted. Though ladies 
of sufficient strength of voice and of qualified training to 
obtain the ear of a large audience are not very numerous, yet 
they do exist, and when they can be had they are often well 
worth having. I have heard several such at different Church 
Congresses. One especially, the daughter of a once highly
distinguished Judge, comes to my mind as amongst the most 
powerful and eloquent expositors of a complicated semi-legal 
subject that I ever had the good fortune to listen to. 

I will not expatiate further on the duties of the Subjects 
Committee beyond saying that by the end of April they ought 
to be ready to hold their final meeting and make a fairly 
complete report to their superiors, the Executive Committee, 
as to what they have succeeded in doing. Though the work 
of the Subjects Committee, so far as the committee in its 
corporate capacity is concerned, may be considered as coming 
to an end by about Easter or a little later, yet there will be 
work to be done on the programme of subjects and speakers 
quite up to the eleventh hour in September; but it must be 
accomplished by other men, fewer in number, or even at the 
last by one man of responsibility. It is surprising how 
promises to read or to speak keep on breaking down all 
through the summer months, however final may seem to be 
the settlement of everything, and these emergency gaps can 
only be conveniently disposed of by the programme as a whole 
being confided for its finishing touches to one or two men 
empowered to draw, in their discretion, on a list of emergency 

11-2 
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speakers held in reserve for the purpose. Those who are 
made responsible for finishing off the list of speakers may not 
unlikely be compelled, at the last moment, to re-open the list 
of subjects because speakers for one or more subjects, or sub
divisions of a subject, may totally fail. To meet such a case 
some subjects, generally, of course, of minor importance, 
'will probably have been kept in reserve in case they are 
wanted. 

I proceed now to deal with the Finance Committee, which 
will also take in hand the general framework of the Congress 
arrangements, carving out work to be done at a later stage by 
the Reception and Hospitality Committee, and perhaps, also, 
by some sub-committees appointed for some special work of 
detail likely to be best managed by only four or five men. 
The first duty of the Finance Committee will be to act upon 
instructions which it has received from the Executive Com
mittee in regard to various matters connected with the 
administrative business of the Congress. This will include 
the appointment of officers, whether honorary or paid; the 
arrangements with the railway companies as to the charges 
and availability of railway tickets; the office arrangements for 
the sale of tickets, whether in the Congress town or in London 
or otherwise ; the publication of the Official Guide, the col
lection of advertisements for the same, and the advertising of 
the Congress generally ; and other matters of a like character. 
All these things ought to be well sketched out in outline by 
the beginning of June. We will now consider some of these 
points, so far, at least, as regards the preliminary stages. 

As reO'ards the appointment of officers, there must be a 
principaf and paid Secretary, several Honorary Secretaries, 
.and a Treasurer. The paid Secretary should be a clear-headed 
cleric of thorough good business capacity, and well known by 
name and personally to the diocese at large. For the services 
'of such a man, who is thoroughly qualified for the work, 
£100 is none too much, seeing that he will be obliged to give 
a large portion of his time to Congress work, beginning in 
January and not ending till November, or even later. If he 
is a beneficed parson he will have to pay constant visits to the 
Congress town, and be there, indeed, two or three times a 
week from June onwards, and almost or quite daily from 
September till the Congress is over. This means that he 
must neglect his parish and spend a certain portion of his 
£100 in paying for ministerial assistance. With regard to 
the ~onorary Secretaries, their number must bear some pro
portiOn to the number of the meetings. At some Congresses 
there ~ave been eight or ten in addition to the paid Secretary. 
At Bnghton there were only six, but that number was not 
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nearly sufficient : there should have been at least eight or
ten. These gentlemen have eventually to act as what in the 
Civil Service would be called " heads of departments " ; and, 
moreover, as two of them are seated at the side of the pre
siding chairman at every meeting of the Congress, unless there 
are sufficient number to form a rota the pressure on the time 
of too small a number of secretaries is rather severe, and gives 
them little chance either of a reasonable rotation of duty or 
of getting off to attend some of the meetings in which they 
may be specially interested. There ought always to be some 
off duty whilst others are on duty. 

It is a convenient arrangement to start with, say, four or 
six secretaries, and when the date of the Congress draws near 
-to within say, three months-then to make up the final 
number, whatever may have been fixed upon, for it sometimes 
happens, after the first appointments are made, that one or 
two efficient men are found willing to work, and if they are 
men of experience, their assistance should be secured; but 
when all the secretaries are appointed at once, five or six 
months before the Congress, it may be difficult to arrange this. 
But the choice of these extra men should not be too long 
delayed, or else it may be difficult for them to pick up the 
thread of, and get into touch with, the work of their colleagues 
appointed earlier. • 

It is a very convenient plan for the Secretaries and Treasurer 
and President of the Congress, or the general chairman of all 
committees (where such a chairman is appointed), to be 
formed into an Executive Officers' Committee-a sort of Cabinet 
Council-gathering up to a focus all the work and all responsi
bilities of all the larger bodies. 

This committee may meet at short notice (sometimes even 
at one another's houses) to dispose of pressing matters of 
business which require prompt attention without the formality 
of convening committees of numerous members. The Treasurer 
should be a partner in the local bank who is interested in 
Church work, for it may be necessary in the early part of the 
summer to draw upon the Treasurer before the Congress earns 
any money by the sale of tickets. 

As regards railway arrangements, these need not be alluded to 
in any great detail here. It may be remarked, however, that 
English railway companies have banded themselves together 
to be less liberal to Congress travellers than they used to ~e, 
now charging a fare and a quarter for return tickets whtch 
they used to issue at a single fare. They also enforc~ a very 
absurd condition which is provocative of much mis~nder
standino- and inconvenience to travellers. A Congress ticket
holder living or staying, say, twelve or fifteen miles from the 
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Congress town, and taking a Congress return ticket, say, on 
the Tuesday to the town, will naturally use the return half. to 
take him back again into the country in the evening. Doing 
this he will exhaust his privilege of taking a return ticket at 
the cheap fare, and day by day afterwards will be compelled 
to take a local return ticket at the full local fare. What the 
railway authorities expect and intend is that the return half 
of the first ticket issued, say, on the Tuesday morning should 
be kept in reserve to take the visitor back on his last 
outward journ~y, say, on the Friday night, and if he wants to 
visit the Congress during the intervening days he should do 
so by taking a return ticket to go home with on the Tues~ay 
night (in the case supposed), using the second half of this 
second ticket to take him back to the town on the Wednesday 
morning, taking a new return ticket to be similarly used on 
the Wednesday evening, and to be used upon the Thursday 
morning, linking together, in fact, an evening with a morning 
journey instead of a morning with an evening journey, as 
common-sense would naturally suggest. The commercial 
" dodge" involved in this ridiculous arrangement is obvious 
enough, and that it is calculated to mislead the public most 
inconveniently is also obvious. However, there it is, and it 
is only by adhering to this requirement that visitors can 
obtain daily return tickets at the Qongress cheap prices. These 
are granted on the outward journey at the stations in the 
Congress towns on the exhibition of the member's Congress 
ticket, which is treated as a substitute for the original railway 
voucher sent out when the Congress tickets are first issued, 
but which vouchers are exhausted by being used once on the 
first journey to the Congress town. 

As regards the Official Guide, it is important to make 
this book really what it professes to be, a goal which has 
rarely been attained in previous Congress years. The editor 
should assume that he is catering for juveniles who have only 
the most elementary knowledge of how to find out the trains 
which will convey them from different parts of England to 
the Congress town. Too much pains cannot possibly be 
taken to provide a clear and intelligible service of time-tables 
from the principal towns within one hundred and fifty miles 
of the Congress town. Having arrived there the visitor should 
be assisted in getting cheaply and quickly to his lodging by cabs, 
omnibuses and trams. Local time-tables of and the fares of 
these conveyances should be given in some detail, and in the 
most ~xElici~ form possible. A good plan of the Congress 
town IS md1spensable. None of those now in the market 
oo~e. near Ba:rtholomew's for accuracy and excellence of 
artistic executwn. The wants .of cyclists should also be. 
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consulted, and this should be done by supplying prepared copies 
of Bartholomew's reduced Ordnance Ma:ps on the scale of four 
miles to the inch, and taking in a radms of thirty or forty 
miles from the Congress town. No map-making firm comes 
up to Bartholomew of Edinburgh, and though the map 
.of Sussex and plan of Brighton which he supplied were 
very costly (£44), they helped very much towards the 
popularity of the book, and a very large number of copies 
were bought by the outside public for the sake of the maps. 
The Official Guide. should supply an outline of the local 
history of the Congress town, its churches and public buildings, 
with a selection of illustrations. It will, of course, include the 
programme of the meetings and names of the speakers. Its 
usefulness in regard to these latter will be much increased 
by a few biographical details concerning these, modelled on 
the lines of the particulars of the clergy given in Orockford. 
The hymns should be printed in good large type, for it should 
be remembered that they often have to be sung in rooms 
which, or the remote corners of which, are often very im
perfectly lighted, both by day and by night. It would be a 
useful innovation to give the music of the hymns in short 
score. A feature of the Guide-book, important in one . 
sense, was very imperfectly and unsatisfactorily handled in 
·the Brighton book-I refer to the advertisements. These are, 
or should be, an important source of revenue, and ought to go 
a long way towards defraying the cost of the Guide. 

In the preparation of the Official Guide, it is very 
desirable for an editor who wishes to secure as much peace of 
mind as he can for himself to place the responsibility of local 
facts being accurately stated on local people officially concerned 
with them. For instance, all information which it is desired 
to give with respect to municipal matters and legal cab-fares, 
etc., should be sought directly from the officials of the 
municipality, and not from local guide-books and directories, 
which are often out of date and inaccurate. Information as 
to churches should be obtained directly from the clergy of 
those churches, and they should be invited to: supply in their 
own language such items of information as they desire to 
have inserted in the Official Guide. If this is not done, 
the editor will be open to charges of favouritism, or ignorance, 
or what-not, for which, in reality, there might be no true 
foundation. So, also, as regards railway time-tables: all 
information should be sought at first-hand from the General 
Managers of the companies, and not be borrowed from 
Bradsha1-v, local A.B.C.'s, or local newspaper~. . 

It is usual to print the names of all the vice-presidents and 
members of the different committees. These last-named, of 
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course, it would be useful to have, but where a "general 
committee" comprises a large body of men already possessed 
of a corporate existence, such as the Standing Committee of 
the Diocesan Conference, or all the members of particular 
local Church Societies, it is a waste of money and of space to 
reprint long strings of names which it is of no use to have, 
and which nobody cares to read. Similarly, the names of the 
subscribers to the Guarantee Fund are always printed in the 
Congress Annual Report, and therefore it is quite unnecessary 
to print them also m the Official Guide. The fundamental 
idea of a guide-book should be the provision of information of 
direct use to strangers, and whatever is not of such use should 
be very sparingly inserted there. 

The details of the services of the Congress churches, of 
cour~e, must be printed on slips distributed in. the c~urches, 
but It greatly adds to the usefulness of the Offimal Gmde that 
they should also be inserted in it. It may often happen that 
these details are not, or cannot be, settled until a few days 
before the Congress, and it might be a cause of delay to the 
Official Guide to wait for them. However, this difficulty can 
be got over as regards a large portion of the Guide by 
arranging that these services shall be printed on a separate 
sheet, perhaps even by a different printer, who should supply 
copies to the binder of the Guide. This will deprive the 
printer of the Guide of the chance of making excuses that 
he was late because somebody else was late. 

The question of advertisements in the Guide needs no 
further detailed mention here, it being a matter on which the 
Finance Committee must seek and obtain expert professional 
help, but the advertising of the Congress itself is a matter on 
which a good deal could be said. It is quite an open question 
whether the large sum spent in advertising the Brighton 
Congress (£160) was not to the extent, say, of one-half 
wasted-that is to say, whether with more time for considera
tion the aforesaid sum would not have secured a vastly greater 
publicity for the Congress if it had been better distributed in 
time and place, and in the dimensions of the advertisements 
inserted m the newspapers. The subject is one which 
naturally cannot be well gone into in detail in a magazine 
article, and I will content myself by saying that the true 
principle of advertising an event that is going to happen is 
by the reiteration and wide scattering of a large number of 
small announcements, rather than by the publication of s:QJ.all 
nu:r;nbers of large advertisements going into details most of 
whiCh are self-evident and known to every reader of the 
advertisement before he begins to read. 

The fullest attention should be paid to the requirements of 
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the press. Journalists often expect more than they get; on 
the other hand, they too often do not get anything like such 
facilities as they are reasonably entitled to, and without which 
they cannot do their work properly, or be put in a good 
temper, and this last point is one of very real practical 
importance if the Congress and its arrangements are to be 
properly set forth for the guidance of the public. The 
provision of a special writing-room for them, separate and 
distinct from every room frequented by the public, is of prime 
importance. There is one matter connected with the press 
whiCh requires to be handled very carefully: an undue 
number of men, and especially women, constantly turn uf. 
saying that they represent this, that, or the other journa, 
and claim special tickets and facilities. The claims of many 
of these people must be weighed with some severity, and 
communications on press subjects should be made (especially 
in the first instance) only by the secretaries to the responsible 
chiefs of the newspapers which it is desired to get in touch 
with. If every application made professedly from newspapers 
were listened to, the committee would very soon have the 
press representatives run up to one or two hundred, many of 
which would certainly be bogus claimants. Of course, the 
daily papers in London and the great provincial towns require 
a larger number than the local papers, and some of the dailies 
may fairly ask for, and expect, as many as six tickets, but I 
rather want to give a caution against the ambitious demands 
of the amateur-professional journalists. 

We had frequent applications from press men for copies of 
papers read, but we had made no provision for such copies to 
be put into circulation amongst tlie press, stating in all cases 
that that was a private matter between the authors and the 
journalists themselves. There is no doubt that the want of 
such provision was an inconvenience to the reporters and a 
loss of publicity to the authors, which they wou1d have been 
glad should not have taken place. It was pressed upon our 
attention that a year or two previously, when a very large 
Congress had come to Brighton, there was a special depart
ment created in the secretary's office which collected the 
manuscripts from the authors and saw to their being set in 
type by the official printers, and copies put into circulation 
from the secretary's office directly. I was told by some ?f 
the press people who had profited by the arrangement that 1t 
worked exceedingly well, and they wished it had been ad?pted 
for the Church Congress. Having looked at the matter m all 
its bearings, I am disposed to recommend it for general 
adoption. G. F. CHAMBERS. 
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ART. VI.-THE TWO CAMPS. 

IN spite of Keats' assertion that Beauty and Truth are one, 
there are many who agree with Heine that an eternal 

battle rages between them : 
"War 'twixt the True and Beautiful has been 

And will be, and mankind as heretofore 
Ranged in two camps, Barbarian and Hellene." 

But though Heine saw clearly that a sharp-set contrast 
between " Greek light-heartedness " and the " stern God
fearing spirit of J udah " exists among men, he did not go on 
to the further truth that these two camps may be established 
in the heart of an individual. 

Is it possible for one man to hold two opposite opinions ? 
The idea seems strange and startling, and yet, as.· we turn 
from" Don Juan," from" Lara," and "Manfred," to Byron's 
" Hebrew Melodies," we must at least confess that it is possible 
for one mind to contain two distinct phases of thought and 
feeling. 

Nothing can at first sight seem more foreign to the poet's 
lurid genius than the cold, clear tints of the J udaic atmo
sphere, which, like the flawless perfection of King Arthur, lacks 
the warmth and colour that human nature so eagerly craves. 

The Beautiful, as Byron conceived it, was the unchecked 
exercise of liberty in every department of life ; the True was 
the tiresome and unnecessary bondage imposed upon that 
freedom by the customs of an artificial society. He was a 
typical Hellene, loving sunny lands and laughter-lit eyes, 
exulting in the wild tempest of unrestrained passion, and 
regarding the Fates as his natural enemies; and it is therefore 
not less surprising to find him turning his attention to 
" Hebrew Melodies " than it is to find Thomas Moore, the gay 
and graceful writer of " The Twopenny Postbag " and " Lalla 
Rookh," giving utterance to such poems as " Fall'n is thy 
throne, 0 Israel," or " Sound the loud timbrel o'er Egypt's 
dark sea." 

If this group of poems had been written during the second 
half of Byron's career, we could have better accounted for 
them, for in the midst of his wild and reckless dissipation 
there were frequent breaks of sorrow and of aspiration after 
higher things; but the" Hebrew Melodies" were written in 
the heyday of his youth and popularity, when the publication 
of t.he first two cantos of " Childe Harold " had made him 
suqdenly famous, and when his talents and his mysterious 
fas~ination concentrated upon him the adoration of London 
SOCiety. 

'.fhey come to us in strange company ! Published in 
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December, 1814, the poems of the preceding twelve months 
had been "The Bride of Abydos," "The Corsair," and 
" Lara," and if it is true, as Byron would haye his readers 
believe, that Conrad and the fierce chieftain of the Morea 
are shadows of his own personality, we may well echo the cry 
of the Israelites, and ask : " Is Saul also among the prophets ?" 

There are, however, some lines in the " Corsair" that throw 
a light on the seeming mystery. If it is true that, the poet 
depiCted himself in the words, 

"Lone, wild, and strange, he stood alike ex:empt 
From all affection and from all contempt. 
His name could sadden and his acts surprise, 
But they that feared him dared not to despise," 

we must also apply to him the following stanza: 
"None are all evil: quickening round his heart 

Ono softer feeling would not yet depart. 
Oft could he sneer at others, as beguiled 
By passions worthy of a fool or child ; 
Yet 'gainst that passion vainly still he strove, 
And ev'n in him it asks the name of Love." 

The weeks during which Byron wrote the" Hebrew Melo
dies " were the weeks immediately preceding his marriage, 
and whether he really loved Miss Milbanke or not; there is no 
doubt that for a time, at least, he believed in his own affection. 
Wild and fierce as his nature was, he had the capacity of devo
tion, as is proved by his unswerving love for his sister, 
and that Mrs. Leigh, who knew him better than anyone else, 
was convinced of his affection for his bride is shown by her 
letter to Hodgson after the marriage : " I have every reason to 
think that my beloved B. is very happy and comfortable. I 
bear constantly from him and his rib. It appears to me that 
Lady B. sets about making him happy in the right way. I had 
many fears; Thank God that they do not appear likely to be 
realized." 

It was, then, just after his suit had been accepted, the 
period of purest hope and joy in most men's lives, that the 
"Hebrew Melodies" were written, and in them, escaping for a 
moment from the atmosphere of passion and of crime, we 
catch a glimpse of the calmer attributes of his nature. 

The first of the lyrics, though included in the "Melodies," 
seems probably designed to celebrate the praises of his 
own lady: 

"She walks in beauty, like the night 
Of cloudless climes and starry skies; 

And all that's best of dark and bright 
Meet in her aspect and her eyes : 

Thus mellowed to that tender light 
Which heaven to gaudy day denies. 
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The last verse proves conclusively that goodness was not so 
destitute of charm for him as some of his detractors maintain: 

" And on that cheek and o'er that brow 
So soft, so calm, so eloquent, 

The smiles that win, the tints that glow, 
But tell of days in goodness spent, 

A mind at peace with all below, 
A heart whose love is innocent." 

The same pure note is heard in " J'tfy soul is dark '' and " I 
saw thee weep," and in the exquisite lines: 

" Sun of the sleepless ! melancholy star ! 
Whose tearful beam glows tremulously far, 
That show'st the darkness thou canst not dispel, 
How like thou art to joys remembered well! 
So gleams the past, the light of other days, 
Which shines, but warms not with its powerless rays ; 
A night-beam Sorrow watcheth to behold, 
Distinct but distant, clear, but oh ! how cold I" 

But perhaps the lines which in their -purity and aspiration 
breathe most of that spirit of the Psalmist which panted for 
heaven as a hart for the waterbrooks are the followmg : 

" If that high world, which lies beyond 
Our own, surviving Love endears; 

If there the cherished heart be fond, 
The eye the same, except in tears-

How welcome those untrodden spheres, 
How sweet this very hour to die ! 

To soar from earth, and find all fears 
Lost in thy light-Eternity! 

" It must be so ; 'tis not for self 
That we so tremble on the brink ; 

And striving to o'erleap the gulf 
Yet cling to Being's severing link. 

Oh ! in that future let us think 
To hold each heart the heart that shares ; 

With them the immortal waters drink, 
And soul in soul grow deathless theirs!" 

None knew better than Byron that an earth-stained passion 
dies of its own satiety, but here he expresses in so many wor<_ls 
~he correlative belief that a pure and holy love is eter?a~ m 
1ts essence, and forms thus the strongest proof of man s Im
mortality. Dr. Kennedy, the Scotch phy~ician who un~er
took to argue with Byron at Cephaloma on theological 
subjects, was sorely disturbed by many of " his lordship's " 
opinions; but unorthodox as he undoubtedly was, Byron was 
not without his moments of belief in a future existence. The 
lines beginning "When coldness wraps this suffering clay" 
show that the prospect of possessing a boundless knowledge, 
and of finding the powers of the soul set free from the 
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hindrances of its earthly tenement, could rouse him to an 
enthusiasm which is strangely foreign to the ordinary idea of 
Byron-a libertine seared by crime and with a sneer on his 
pale lips for all things holy: 

" When coldness wraps this suffering clay, 
Ah! whither strays the immortal mind? 

It cannot die, it cannot stay, 
But leaves its darkened dust behind. 

Then, unembodied, doth it trace 
By steps each planet's heavenly way ? 

Or fill at once the realms of space, 
A thing of eyes, that all survey ? 

* * * * "Above or Love, Hope, Hate, or Fear, 
It lies all passionless and pure: 

An age shall fleet like earthly year, 
Its years as moments shall endure. 

Away, away, without a wing, 
O'er all, through all, its thoughts shall fly, 

A nameless and eternal thing, 
Forgetting what it was to die.'' 

But turning from this group of poems, we find the larger 
part of the" Hebrew Melodies" devoted to distinctly Jewish 
subjects, and it is here that Byron and Moore come into more 
direct competition. 

In some of Moore's lyrics, such as "The bird let loose in 
Eastern skies " or " Oh ! Thou who dry'st the mourner's 
tear," there is a music which haunts the memory, while in his 
"Sound the loud timbrel o'er Egypt's dark sea" there is a 
majesty that claims the warmest admiration. But the well
known" Destruction of Sennacherib" is fully equal in power 
and beauty to Moore's song of triumph, and there is a depth 
of thought that outweighs the smoothness of the lesser poet's 
lines in such lyrics as : 

"A spirit passed before me: I beheld 
The face of Immortality unveiled-
Deep sleep came down on every eye save mine
And there it stood-all formless-but divine : 
Along my bones the creeping flesh did quake : 
And as my damp hair stiffen'd, thus it spake : 

"'Is man more just than God? Is man more pure 
Than He who deems e'en seraphs insecure? 
Creatures of clay-vain dwellers in the dust I 
The moth survives you, and are ye more just? 
Things of a day! you wither ere the night, 
Heedless and blind to Wisdom's wasted light !' " 

or in the "All is vanity," which seems a premonition of 
those sad lines written at Missolonghi on the completion of 
his thirty-sixth year: 
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" My days are in the yellow leaf ; 
The flowers and frnits of love are gone : 
The worm, the canker, and the grief 

Are mine alone." 

There is, however, one chord, but lightly touched by Moore, 
which Byron sweeps again and again with a melancholy that 
darkly foreshadows his own fate-the chord of exile. 

Even if the story of his marriage and subsequent separation 
should never be fully elucidated, one thing is proved beyond a 
doubt, viz., that, much as at times he longed to return to 
England, he could not face the storm that only needed his 
appearance to reawaken in all its fury. It was no poetic 
fiction for Byron to speak of himself as an exile ; banished by 
no judicial decree, he was yet as irrevocably cut off from his 
fatherland as if he had been an outlaw. · The outlaw of public 
opinion is, in fact, more effectually banished than the outlaw 
of justice. Justice may be appeased and terms of legal punish
ment survived; but society, once outraged, never forgives, 
and, having once passed its sentence, never remits it. 

Byron, the former favourite of fortune, the followed, the 
flattered, the almost worshipped, was as powerless to return to 
his native land as any of the captives of Babylon, and in the 
light of his future there is a double pathos in such lines as 
" We sat down and wept by the waters," or in the still more 
beautiful "Wild Gazelle": 

''The wild gazelle on Judah's hills 
Exulting yet may bound, 

And drink from all the living rills 
That gush on holy ground ; 

Its airy step and glorious eye 
May glance in tameless transport by. 

"But we must wander witheringly 
In other lands to die ; 

And where our fathers' ashes be 
Our own may never lie : 

Our temple bath not left a stone, 
And Mockery sits on Salem's throne"; 

while all the bitterness of blighted hopes and vanished joys 
seems to be concentrated in the lines " Oh ! weep for those 
that wept by Babel's stream": 

" Tribes of the wandering foot and weary breast, 
How shall ye flee away and be at rest ? 
The wild-dove bath her nest, the fox his cave, 
Mankind their country-Israel but the grave!" 

To apportion the blame between Lord and Lady Byron is a 
~ask wliwh has £roved tempting to many writers, but which 
Is, after all, suffiCiently profitless. That Lady Byron was cold 
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and formal and devoid of tact is very likely true, yet her later 
life shows that a softer spirit could sometimes take possession 
of her. "I sometimes hope I may have suffered for the good 
of others," she writes to her friend, Miss Carpenter. "All 
that I desire is to outlive self." Byron's life after their separa
tion was of a very different order; his life was filled to the 
close of his career 

"With fiery passions that had poured their wrath 
In hurried desolation o'er his path, 
And left the bitter feelings all at strife 
In wild reflection o'er his stormy life." 

But is it not possible that some of those excesses which 
were stigmatized by the world as the cause of his alienation 
from his wife were not, rather, its effect ? Byron had begun 
life in a blaze of glory, which seemed calculated to satisfy 
even his overweemng vanity; but the same stroke which 
deprived him of his home deprived him also of that adulation 
which was to him the very breath of life itself. But though 
in his resentment he professed to be willing to forget the 
world, he had no wish to be " by the world forgot "; to be 
neglected by mankind was the worst of all punishments to 
him, and if he could not win attention by his virtues, he was 
ready to do so by his vices. "To endeavour to appear worse 
than we are," says Greville in his ''Memoirs," "is a species of 
perverted vanity the most disgusting ; yet, with all his 
splendid genius, this sort of vanity certainly distinguished 
Lord Byron." And, again, we read in "Friends in Council": 
"Most thoughtful men have probably some dark fountains in 
their souls by the side of which they could let their thoughts 
sit down and wail indefinitely. That long Byron wail fascin
ated men for a time because there is that in human nature." 

But we must remember that, though the expression that 
Byron gave to his woes was exaggerated, the woes themselves 
were not imaginary. Greville accuses him of a pose of vice, 
but he admits that his unhappiness was real. " When he 
deals around his fierce vituperation and bitter sarcasms, he is 
only clanking the chains which with all his pride and defiance 
and contempt he is unable to throw off." With his sister, the 
one real love of his life, Byron was probably at his best and 
truest, and in the " Epistle to Augusta "we find him speaking 
of his sorrows in a strain, not of defiance, but of manly 
acceptapce : 

"If my inheritance of storm hath been 
In other elements, and on the rocks 

Of peril, overlooked or unforeseen, 
I have sustained my share of worldly shocks, 
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The fault was mine ; nor do I seek to screen 
My errors with defensive paradox; 

I have been cunning in mine overthrow, 
The careful pilot of my proper woe." 

The contest of life was to him a hard one, for the wild blood 
that was born in his veins urged him on beyond his own 
control, and all the circumstances of his later life confirmed 
his straying feet in the path that they had chosen. His faults 
and his reward were alike patent to all men, and thus, though 
perhaps no worse than many others, his name has been con
tinually used to point the moral of the preacher. It is this 
which leads us to regret that the "Hebrew Melodies," as is so 
often the case, should be slurred over by his biographers and 
critics, if not altogethor ignored. "The 'Hebrew Melodies' 
are interesting," says Mr. Nichol, "in connection with the 
author's early familiarity with the Old Testament, and from 
the force and music that mark the best of them; but they 
can hardly be considered an important contribution to the 
devotional verse of England." Doubtless they are not "im
portant" from this point of view; but their importance, and 
their true interest also, is found in the sidelights that they 
throw UJ?On their author's character. Byron claimed to reveal 
himself m his writings, and therefore, if we are to estimate 
him justly, we must bring the whole of his writings into 
court. His vices are incontestable, but it is impossible to 
study these lyrics without feeling that he was not without 
some visitings of grace, some purer hopes, some salutary fears, 
and that David's harp and Byron's lyre are not so entirely 
opposed as some would have us believe. 

" The harp the monarch minstrel swept, 
The King of men, the loved of Heav'n, 

Which Music hallowed while she wept 
O'er tones her heart of hearts had giv'n, 
Redoubled be her tears, its chords are riv'n I 

It softened men of iron mould, 
It gave them virtues not their own ; 

No ear so dull, no soul so cold, 
That felt not, fir'd not to the tone, 
Till David's lyre grew mightier than his throne. 

It told the triumphs of our King, 
It wafted glory to our God ; 

It made our gladdened valleys ring, 
The cedars bow, the mountains nod; 
Its sound aspired to heaven and there abode I 

Since then, though heard on earth no more, 
Devotion and her daughter Love, 

Still bid the bursting spirit soar 
To sounds that seem as from above, 
In dreams that day's broad light cannot remove." 

Some echoes of that long-silenced harp are heard in Byron's 
utterances, and they prepare us for that generous spending of 
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himself in the cause of the down-trodden and oppressed which 
led his self-centred life to its "chorus-ending." 

" Nothing in his life became him like the leaving of it " is 
a saying which has been applied to many, but it can be 
applied to few with so much truth as to Byron. His vices 
and follies seemed to slip away from him when he stood face 
to face with problems th.at called out his highest qualities of 
head and heart. Courage and daring were not the only 
virtues that he displayed, but wisdom, prudence, foresight, 
and a statesmanship for which none had hitherto given him 
credit. The lofty spirit of devotion which speaks in his 
"Jephtha's Daughter," tells of a life laid down in the cause 
of freedom. 

"When this blood of thy giving bath gushed, 
When the voice that thou lovest is hushed, 
Let my memory still be thy pride, 
And forget not I smiled as I died"; 

and the same spirit of self-abnegation breathes through the 
" Song of Saul before his Last Battle " : 

"Warriors and chiefs! should the shaft or the sword 
Pierce me in leading the hosts of the Lord, 
Heed not the corse, though a king's, in your path : 
Bury your steel in the bosoms of Gath." 

As Hamlet, when he at last applied himself to action, found 
a strange calmness reigning in his disordered mind, so Byron, 
when he stood forth as the champion of a worthy cause, found 
an unexpected harmony diffusing its influence through the 
conflicting elements of his disordered life. A settled and 
steadfast purpose took possession of him, and through all the 
hurry and the hardships of his experiences in Greece his 
thoughts were never of himself, but only of those whom he 
had come to aid. There was something nobler in him than 
the vanity of vice and the wail of world-weariness; it found 
its early expression in the "Hebrew Melodies," it came to 
its belated fruition in the closing deeds of his days on earth. 
Hellene as he had been all his life, given up to pleasure and 
to luxury, the two camps had yet been established in his 
breast, and who shall say that at the last the "stern, God
fearing spirit of J udah" did not prevail, delivering him from 
the shameful bondage into which he had fallen, and making 
his own words his fittest epitaph?-

" Thy name, our charging hosts along, 
Shall be the battle-word! 

Thy fall, the theme of choral song 
From virgin voices poured ! 

To weep would do thy glory wrong ; 
Thou shalt not be deplored !" 

MARY BRADFvRD WHITING. 

12 
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The fault was mine; nor do I seek to screen 
My errors with defensive paradox; 

I have been cunning in mine overthrow, 
The careful pilot of my proper woe." 

The contest of life was to him a hard one, for the wild blood 
that was born in his veins urged him on beyond his own 
control, and all the circumstances of his later life confirmed 
his straying feet in the path that they had chosen. His faults 
and his reward were alike patent to all men, and thus, though 
perhaps no worse than many others, his name has been con
tinually used to point the moral of the preacher. It is this 
which leads us to regret that the "Hebrew Melodies," as is so 
often the case, should be slurred over by his biographers and 
critics, if not altogethor ignored. " The ' Hebrew Melodies ' 
are interesting," says Mr. Nichol, "in connection with the 
author's early familiarity with the Old Testament, and from 
the force and music that mark the best of them; but they 
can hardly be considered an important contribution to the 
devotional verse of England." Doubtless they are not" im
portant" from this J>oint of view; but their importance, and 
their true interest also, is found in the sidelights that they 
throw UJ?On their author's character. Byron claimed to reveal 
himself m his writings, and therefore, if we are to estimate 
him justly, we must bring the whole of his writings into 
court. His vices are incontestable, but it is impossible to 
study these lyrics without feeling that he was not without 
some visitings of grace, some purer hopes, some salutary fears, 
and that David's harp and Byron's lyre are not so entirely 
opposed as some would have us believe. 

" The harp the monarch minstrel swept, 
The King of men, the loved of Heav'n, 

Which Music hallowed while she wept 
O'er tones her heart of hearts had giv'n, 
Redoubled be her tears, its chords are riv'n! 

It softened men of iron mould, 
It gave them virtues not their own ; 

No ear so dull, no soul so cold, 
That felt not, fir'd not to the tone, 
Till David's lyre grew mightier than his throne. 

It told the triumphs of our King, 
It wafted glory to our God ; 

It made our gladdened valleys ring, 
The cedars bow, the mountains nod; 
Its sound aspired to heaven and there abode ! 

Since then, though heard on earth no more, 
Devotion and her daughter Love, 

Still bid the bursting spirit soar 
To sounds that seem as from above, 
In dreams that day's broad light cannot remove." 

Some echoes of that long-silenced harp are heard in Byron's 
utterances, and they prepare us for that generous spending of 
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himself in the cause of the down-trodden and oppressed which 
led his self-centred life to its "chorus-ending." 

" Nothing in his life became him like the leaving of it " is 
a saying which has been applied to many, but it can be 
applied to few with so much truth as to Byron. His vices 
and follies seemed to slip away from him when he stood face 
to face with problems th.at called out his highest qualities of 
head and heart. Courage and daring were not the only 
virtues that he displayed, but wisdom, prudence, foresight, 
and a statesmanship for which none had hitherto given him 
credit. The lofty spirit of devotion which speaks in his 
"Jephtha's Daughter," tells of a life laid down in the cause 
of freedom. 

"When this blood of thy giving hath gushed, 
When the voice that thou lovest is hushed, 
Let my memory still be thy pride, 
And forget not I smiled as I died"; 

and the same spirit of self-abnegation breathes through the 
" Song of Saul before his Last Battle " : 

"Warriors and chiefs! should the shaft or the sword 
Pierce me in leading the hosts of the Lord, 
Heed not the corse, though a king's, in your path : 
Bury your steel in the bosoms of Gath." 

As Hamlet, when he at last applied himself to action, found 
a strange calmness reigning in his disordered mind, so Byron, 
when he stood forth as the champion of a worthy cause, found 
an unexpected harmony diffusing its influence through the 
conflicting elements of his disordered life. A settled and 
steadfast purpose took possession of him, and through all the 
hurry and the hardships of his experiences in Greece his 
thoughts were never of himself, but only of those whom he 
had come to aid. There was something nobler in him than 
the vanity of vice and the wail of world-weariness; it found 
its early expression in the "Hebrew Melodies," it came to 
its belated fruition in the closing deeds of his days on earth. 
Hellene as he had been all his life, given up to pleasure and 
to luxury, the two camps had yet been established in his 
breast, and who shall say that at the last the "stern, God
fearing spirit of J udah" did not prevail, delivering him from 
the shameful bondage into which he had fallen, and making 
his own words his fittest epitaph ?-

" Thy name, our charging hosts along, 
Shall be the battle-word! 

Thy fall, the theme of choral song 
From virgin voices poured ! 

To weep would do thy glory wrong ; 
Thou shalt not be deplored !" 

MARY BRADFuRD WHITING. 

12 
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CHRISTMAS. 

Is it a fable of far-vanished days, 
That through heaven's open door ethereal rays 

Flooded the slopes of Bethlehem's gray hill1 
Has not the noise of doubters silenced long 
The music of that clear celestial song, 

" Glory to God on high ! to men good will" ? 

Dark o'er the sad earth bend the wintry skies; 
Rare faith looks down with trembling starry eyes 

On war's wild storm-cloud, black with threatening woe ; 
The slumberers, as in that once silent street, 
Dream not that heaven and earth in glory meet, 

And the soul's night may pass in summer glow! 

Wake now ! and, as in childhood's blessed days, 
Lift to the world's best Friend loud Christmas praise, 

Church of the Living God in every land! 
With charity's beam divine the poor make alad! 
Love's sunshine lighten hearts bereaved and sad! 

Let friend meet friend again, and hand clasp hand ! 

Spirit of Life! Divine Eternal Friend! 
Come shed abroad the love of God, and end 

Earth's sins and doubts by the uplifting Cross ; 
The good news, as with silver trumpet, sound 
Through Thy blest blowing to earth's furthest bound; 

And for that glory, gain we find in loss. 

Set we to noble deeds the angel-song-
In tuneful lives that perfect strain prolong

Nor let one jarring note of earth remain ; 
For in the higher air of light and sound 
I hear the Christmas bells of heaven ring round : 

"He that once came to die shall surely come to reign!" 
A. E. MouLE. 

---«>~~---

CQCht ~onth. 

THE appointment of Canon Gore to the See of Worcester has occa
sioned a good deal of disappointment. There was a general feeling 

that some day or another he would be made a Bishop, but sending him to 
Worcester to succeed a prelate who has not only been a firm Evangelical, 
but has also been attacked by extreme Anglicans because of his attitude 
towards rebellious clergy, has the same air of levity which has been ap
parent in some other Crown appointments. The advisers of the Crown 
did .not even wait for the see to be vacant, so that the name of the Bishop 
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Designate was public property before Bishop Perowne had actually re
signed. It is ~aid, of course, that the choice of Canon Gore for Worcester 
is due to the Premier's conviction that a see should not seem to be the 
preserve of any one school of thought. Unhappily, we cannot recall an 
instance in which this theory _has been acted upon by Lord Salisbury to 
the advantage of the Evangehcals. It only seems to dominate the minds 
of the authorities when an opportunity occurs of planting a decided High 
Churchman in a see previously filled by an Evangelical or a moderate 
prelate. 

The choice of Bishop Taylor Smith, of Sierra Leone, to succeed 
Dr. Edghill as Chaplain-General is not an example on the other side. 
For the appointment is not Lord Salisbury's; nor, perhaps, that of any 
minister, but rather of the King himself. The high estimation in which, 
after his ministry to the dying hours of Prince Henry of Battenberg, 
Bishop Taylor Smith was held by our late Queen made it probable that, 
if he cared to leave the mission-field, be would attain to high office in the 
Church at home. It had been his expressed determination to devote his 
life to the cause of West Africa, but it must be a matter for sincere con
gratulation that he found himself able to accept the offer of the Ohaplain
Generalcy. His influence over men and knowledge of the kind of clergy 
who can do good work amongst them may lead to some welcome changes 
in the type of clergy serving as Chaplains to the Forces. He will be suc
ceeded in the See of Sierra Leone by the Rev. E. H. Elwin, a young 
C.M.S. missionary who has for some years worked as Vice-Principal and 
Principal of Fourah Bay College. We believe that the choice of Mr. 
Elwin was made by the Archbishop of Canterbury without consultation 
with the C.M.S., and that the Society did not learn from his Grace first 
what had been done. 

The question of the lay qualification for the franchise in representative 
Church assemblies has been warmly discussed during the month, both in 
Diocesan Conferences and in the columns of the Times. Many of the 
points will be found considered in the article which Chancellor P. V. 
Smith. contributes to the present number of the CHURCHMAN. 

The financial position of the C.M.S. was brought definitely before a 
Special General Committee of the Society held on Tuesday, November 12. 
There was a very large attendance, and an exceedingly useful discussion. 
Ultimately the Committee passed certain resolutions, implying that there 
would be no change in the policy of sending out all properly-qualified 
candidates for the field. At the same time, the expenditure of the Society 
will be considered with the utmost care. It is certain that there are 
details in regard to which some saving could, without loss of efficiency, 
be effected. In view of the Society's needs, it may be convenient to note 
the position of its work as indicated by the extent to which its staff in 
the mission-field has grown. There are now on its roll 933 European 
missionaries, i.e., 546 men and 387 ladies, including 99 honorary or partly 
honorary, against 906, i.e., 540 men and 366 ladies, inclu~ing 94 honorary, 
at this time last year, or an increase of 6 men and 21lad1es; total, 27. Of 
the total number of European missionaries, in addition to 99 honorar_y or 
partly honorary missionaries, the stipends of 310_ are. w holl;r or parbally 
borne by the gifts of associations and other bod~es (mcludmg 42 by the 
Colonial Association and 54 by the Gleaners' Umon and branches), and 
105 by those of individuals ; total, 415. 

----
. A good deal of interest has been created by some sermons delivered at 
Cambridge and at Westminster Abbey by Canon Hensley Henson. They 
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would appear frankly to recognise theN onconformist bodies as Churches, 
and to propose intercommunion with them ; but it is hardly possible to 
estimate the importance or the value of the suggestions made until the 
sermons are available in type. They have, however, drawn out the 
loudest indignation from the Ch~wch Times, which, under the stress of 
this disappointment, recovered something of the old freedom of invective 
which people associate with the days of Littledale. 

We regret to learn that that very useful institution the Bethnal Green 
Free Library is much in need of funds. Its Committee are anxious to 
wipe out a debt that sadly cripples the extension of their unique work, 
especially now that the long, dark nights bring the usual crowd to its 
doors. Contributions in any form will be gratefully received by the 
Treasurer, Mr. F. A. Bevan, at 54, Lombard Street, E. C.; by the bankers, 
Barclay and Co., at the same address; or by the Secretary and Librarian, 
at the Bethnal Green Free Library, N.E. 

-----~----

THE "ENCYCLOP JEDIA BIBLICA." 
Encyclopwdia Biblica, Vol. II. (E to K). Edited by Professor T. K. 

CHEYNE, D. D., and J. RoBERTSON BLACK, LL.D. London: A. and 
C. Black. 

THIS volume is in some of its aspects an excellent example of the best 
modern scholarship. Many of the articles are, to all intents and pur

poses, treatises on the subjects of which they speak, and the most exacting 
critic could hardly fail to admire the philosophical accuracy, the minute 
attention to detail, and the wealth of learning that have been lavished 
on the book from first to last. Nothing apparently has been neglected 
to render this EncyclopaJdia an exhaustive work of reference. The 
geographical articles are a case in point, supplemented as these are by 
maps of unusual excellence and precision. The reader who has followed 
us so far may conclude that the "EncyclopaJdia Biblica" is a work to be 
unreservedly commended to students of the Old and New Testament 
alike. We hasten, however, to disclaim any such commendation. The 
book is, we fear, vitiated by a fundamental unsoundness of principle. It 
assumes that the theories and hypotheses of the extreme school of criticism 
are alone true, and upon this basis further hypotheses are reared, which, 
if accepted, would go far to upset the authority of Bible and of Church, 
eliminate the miraculous from the realm of phenomena, subvert all received 
opinions, and make shipwreck of the faith, as that faith has been under
stood for nearly two millenniums. The "EncyclopaJdia Biblica" is, in 
the main, not so much a Bible dictionary, as a dictionary of the Higher 
Criticism in its most advanced form. 

Now, we contend that, however right and proper it may be to write 
separate books in which hypothetical criticism sounds the dominant note, 
it is neither proper nor right to impose upon the public as a dictionary of 
the Bible a body of rationalistic criticism. What one looks for-and is 
justified in looking for-in a work such as this is a careful collection of 
facts and data which none can gainsay, as the raw material, so to speak, 
out of which each student may form his own theories, if be has the fancy. 
So great is the authority of any considerable cyclopaJdia like the present 
work that the average reader takes on trust whatever be finds there, 
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accepts all the theories (that do duty for facts) as facts, and quotes these 
as the authoritative dicta of criticism, final and irrefragable. Now, a 
cyclopredia should represent criticism in equilibration, not criticism in 
wtremis. We have already seen Dr. Cheyne's work quoted by rationalists 
and others as though it were a supreme court of adjudication, from which 
there was no appeal, to the serious detriment of independent thought ; 
and we regret this all the more because there is so much in the book that 
commands our admiration and respect. 

By way of substantiating what has been said above, let any reader 
peruse the articles entitled "Gospels," by Drs. Ab bott and Schmiedel, and 
the article on "Jesus Christ," contributed by the late Professor A. B. 
Bruce. If-a thing we do not believe-these two remarkable productions 
are to be accepted as giving, even in an attenuated degree, a truthful 
witness, then it is quite time that Christianity should look to itself and 
reconsider its position. The outposts have been already captured, and 
practically the inner sanctuary of the religion is doomed. 

Professor Schmiedel clearly enough shows his hand. First, he lays it 
down as an axiom that miracles are incredible; next, he assumes that the 
Gospels were, one and all, tendenz-schriften, written by "worshippers" of 
the "Hero" Jesus ; and then goes on to his main conclusion-i.e., that 
the main fabric of the Gospel narratives is utterly untrustworthy. This 
is frank dealing ; and we are glad, of course, that so flagrant an instance 
should be forthcoming, because it proves our contention that this 
"Encyclopredia" cannot be relied on for yielding any dispassionate evidence 
of the real facts, or for disclosing exactly the ascertained results of sober 
and unbiassed criticism. Professor Schmiedel is, we do not hesitate to 
say, an unscientific writer, for the simple reason that, before undertaking 
to elucidate the problem of the Gospels, he had prejudged the whole 
question. 

The late Professor Bruce's article, "Jesus," is, though less openly 
defiant, quite as unsatisfactory in its way. Like Renan, he brings his 
account of our Lord's life to a close with the crucifixion. Of the Resur
rection, in any legitimate sense, or of the Ascension, he is significantly 
silent. Is this fair? Is it even commonly honest for the w.riter of a 
great Biblical encyclopredia thus to suppress questions of such vital 
import, to ignore the very foundation verities of Christianity, or, at 
least, to surrender them in ignoble silence? 

We have said enough, we imagine, to justify the passing of severe 
criticism. We regret that Dr. Cheyne, an ordained and stipendiary 
minister in the Church of England, should have permitted this work to 
go forth, under the regis of his name, as representing the ascertained 
"results" of scientific and historical study. Such results are not science, 
and they are not history. The character of the book as a whole, despite 
the ability and labour displayed in editing it, the scholarship of the con
tributors, and the admirable articles that frequently illuminate its pages, 
is not such as to warrant an unqualified welcome. 

GENERAL LITERATURE. 
The Missionary Speaker's 1lfanual. By the Rev. A. R. BucKLAND, M.A., 

and the Rev. J. D. MuLLINS, M.A. London: James Nisbet and 
Co., Ltd. 

\ 
Clergy and laity anxious to help the missionary cause, but unable to 

digest any great mass of its literature, have long felt the need of some 
convenient handbook which should supply in a compact form the infor
mation they want. Their desires are· met in the "Missionary Speaker's 
Manual," which has just seen the light. Any clergyman who has to 
preach a missionary sermon or address a missionary meeting will here find 
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all the help he can need. If he wants pulpit aid, he will find a large col
Jeption of outlines which, in subject and in treatment, show freshness, as 
well as homiletical skill. If he wants the bare facts of a great Society's 

. work, he will find them in the conspectus of British missionary agencies. 
If he seeks illustrative matter, he will find a large collection of facts, anec· 

:dotes, opinions, etc., each of which is provided with an exact refere~t.ce to 
its source. Thus every fact and statement is fully verified, and nothing 
is taken for granted. If it is a platform case, then the facts and statistics 
·should supply all that is needed. In addition, there are hints to chairmen 
and speakers, a collection of prayers for use at missionary meetings, and 
.one of passages of Scripture suited for such occasions. There is a calendar 
of foreign missions, a list of missionary martyrs, and some useful statistics. 
The work is very conveniently subdivided, and is fully indexed. It is the 
outcome of much experience, and should be widely used by all workers in 

.the missionary cause. 

The G1·eek Thinkers. By Professor THEODOR GoMPERZ. Translated by 
LAURIE MAGNUS. London: J. Murray. 

This volume is the first instalment of a history of Greek philosophy by 
the distinguished Vienna professor, Dr. Gomperz. The English version 
has been rendered directly from the German edition of 1896, with the 
assistance and collaboration of the author. One is not accustomed to look 
for charm in German works of science, but the present work is a notice
able exception, and the translation reads like an original. Could one give 
higher praise? The book, though as brilliant as it is charming, is by no 
means a "popular" sketch, in the general acceptation of that well-worn 
term; for not only is it a fresh and vigorous presentation of the problems of 
philosophy, as these were dealt with by the Greek thinkers, but a thoroughly 
scientific account of the subject in all its manifestations. The book is not 
written from any one-sided point of view; the various tendencies of 
ancient thought-every one of which has contributed its part to the 
structure of modern intellectual civilization-are impartially considered. 
And the enlightened character of the book may be gauged by the fact that 
Professor Gomperz brings a variety of side-lights-from religion, from 
history, from literature, and from science-to bear upon the central 
theme. The present instalment of this history of philosophy brings us 
down to the days of Protagoras and Gorgias; Part II. will deal with Plato 
and Socrates; while a third part will be devoted to Aristotle and the Stoic 
and Epicurean systems. We do not know whether Neoplatonism is or is 
not to be discussed later on in the work, but it is desirable, surely, in the 
interests of completeness, that some space should be devoted to Plotinus, 
whose real greatness has, perhaps, been allowed to be forgotten by his
torians of Greek philosophy ; yet we contend that no history is complete 
that ignores the philosophy of the Neoplatonists. Armed with Professor 
Gomperz's book, and with a copy of Ritter and Preller at hand for refer
ence, the student ought to consider himself happy in his investigations. 
Made in the right spirit and conducted on right lines, such investigations 
cannot help being productive of useful fruit. ·we shall look forward with 
very great interest to the publication of the rest of Professor Gomperz's 
admirable and scholarly work. 
Roads to Rome; being Personal Records of some of the more Recent Con

t•erts to the Catholic Faith. With an Introduction by Cardinal 
VAUGHAN. London: Longmans and Co. 

This is in every respect a poor book. The sixty-five men and women 
who describe their experiences are mainly unknown persons. Even to 
make this list it has been needful to construe the word "recent" in a 
very liberal spirit. Oue of the perverts was received as long ago as 
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1846. Most of them reached Rome by the natural highway of extreme 
Anglican teaching, in some cases after having been reared in Evangelical 
homes. Few reason with much force, and some make themselves abso
lutely ludicrous. Doubts as to the validity of their orders and a desire 
to have their anxieties set at rest by authority seem to have been the 
serious impulses in most cases. But as a warning against some possible 
results of extreme Anglicanism the volume should be distinctly useful. 

THEOLOGICAL WOR.KS. 
Notes on the Round-Table Conference. By the Rev. N. DIMOCK. London: 

Ellioi Stock. 
Readers of the CHURCHMAN who recognised the value of Mr. Dimock's 

articles on the doctrine of the Holy Communion as discussed at the Round 
Table Conference will see with gratitude that he has embodied them in a 
volume. To his chapter O!l "The Real Presence and the Death of Christ" 
he has now added a long catena of extracts from English divines in support 
of the doctrine maintained by him. He also discusses in additional chap
ters "The Real Presence and the Mode" and " The Real Presence and the 
Sacrifice." The massive erudition displayed throughout this volume 
makes it one of permanent value to every student of the Eucharistic con
troversy. The position taken up by Mr. Dimock and other representatives 
of the Evangelical school at the Round Table Conference was found to be 
unassailable ; and the more carefully the true attitude of the English 
Church on the doctrine of the Lord's Supper is examined, the more clearly 
will it be seen that the Neo-Anglican interpretation is without adequate 
warrant of any kind. We hope that every student of the subject will 
obtain Mr. Dimock's "Notes." 

A Relation of the Co11jm·ence between William Laud, late Lord Archbishop 
of Canterbu1·y, and JJir. Fishe'r the Jesuit. A New Edition, with Intro
duction and Notes by the Rev. C. H. SIMPKINSON. London: Mac
millan and Co. 

This new edition of Laud's Conference with Fisher the Jesuit appears 
as a number of the "English Theological Library," which the Rev. F. 
Relton is editing. The matters at issue between the two disputants and 
the arguments employed on either side are so very much in evidence to
day that we welcome the appearance of the book in an attractive and 
accessible form. Mr. Simpkinson's introductory matter enables the 
reader to provide the Conference with a background, and his notes are 
useful. 

Pu1·gatory ; The State of the Faithful Departed; The Invocation of Saints. 
Three Lectures. By A. J. MAsoN, D.D. London : Longmans 
and Co. 

Professor Mason's lectures are extremely welcome. Whilst dissenting 
from some of his statements, particularly in regard to his second subject, 
we can welcome the volume as on the side of the sober belief of the 
English Church. It is well that more moderate High Churchmen like 
Dr. Mason should publicly dissociate themselves from the studious 
attempts to assimilate the teaching of our own Church to that of Rome. 
That is what Professor Mason here does in regard to three points of 
doctrine. 

Theology, Old and New. By the Rev. W. F. CoBB, D.D. London: Elliot 
Stock. 

Dr. Cobb's volume opens a series of manuals, to be issued at half a 
crown net, on various aspects of the Church's life and work. A wide 
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variety of subjects have already been undertaken, and the authors will 
include Bishop Barry, Dean Stubbs, Canon Pennefather, the Rev. F. E. 
Brightman, and the Rev. A.rthur Galton. Dr. Cobb approaches his own 
subject in a liberal spirit, and gives away much which Evangelical readers 
would retain ; but his grasp of many fundamentals is strong and his tone 
reverent. 

Biblia Innocentium. Part II. By J. W. MACKAIL. London: Longmans 
and Co. 

In this volume Mr. Mackail gives a series of New Testament passages, 
freely rendered into modern English, suited to the understanding of 
children, and accompanied by legendary additions. The book is attrac
tively printed and bound. 

MORE CHRISTMAS GIFT-BOOKS. 

Four Little Folk and Some of their Doings, by E. L. S. (Elliot Stock, 
2s. 6d.), is a pretty story for children. Two little girls and two boys live 
in England with their mother, while their father is on active service. One 
little girl is delicate, and the family have to move into the countrr, to the 
delight of the children. Messrs. Seeley and Co. send us new ed1tions of 
The Life of a Bear, The Life of an Elephant (1 s. 6d. each), and Only a Dog, 
by a Humble Friend (ls. 6d.), books which all young people should enjoy 
reading. We have received from the S.P.C.K. two reprints, entitled 
Dolph Heyliger, by WASHINGTON IRVING, and Waste Not, Want Not, and 
Other Sto1·ies, by MARIA EDGEWORTH, JANE 'l'AYLOR, and Mrs. BARBAULD 
(6d. each, paper cover; cloth, 9d.). Church Fasts and Festivals, by Rev. E. 
OsBORNE, MAUD CAREW, C. E. MALLANDAINE, F. E. READE, and E. M. 
GREEN (2s.), is a collection of short papers for young children, giving an 
account of the Church year. The articles are simply and clearly written, 
and will readily be understood and appreciated by quite little ones. The 
Child's Bible (Cassell and Co., 10s. 6d.) reaches us in an entirely new 
edition, reset in clear, handsome type, and with a hundred full-page pic-

_tures, including twelve in colour by W. H. Margetson. The volume con
tains such parts of Holy Scripture as seem most adapted to the wants and 
understanding of children, put into a consecutive form. It gives all the 
leading points of both the Old and the New Testament narratives in the 
words of the Authorized Version. The Child's Bible can also be got in 
monthly parts, price 6d. The volume is handsomely bound in brown and 
gold, with gilt edges. 

The annual volume of the Quiver (Cassell and Co.) shows this old
established magazine as vigorous and attractive as ever. Two of the 
serial stories are contributed by Miss Whiting and Miss Giberne; the 
Bishop of Ripon, the Dean of Norwich, and the Dean of Canterbury are 
amongst the general contributors; and th!;l illustrations are excellent. 
There could be no better gift-book of its kind. 

A. very pretty gift-book for a child may be found in The Child's 
Pictorial Natural History (S.P.C.K.). The twelve large pictures by 
Carton Moore Park are really admirable. The Dawn of Day volume will 
make an excellent book for parish distribution. 

Clergy always welcome the S.P.C.K. A.lmanack and Diaries. The 
Chu~chmall'B Remem.bra'l!cer is the bo~k for the study table; the Church
~an sl(ocket-Book.ls h1s portable dmry; the Churchman's Alrnanack in 
tts vanous forms IS welcome in the vestry or the reading-desk. The 
sheet almanack is as attractive as ever. 


